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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

User Assisted Data Structure Debugging and Verification

by

Vineet Singh

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Computer Science
University of California, Riverside, August 2016
Dr. Rajiv Gupta, Chairperson

Data structures are critical to the correct functioning of most programs. Corruption of runtime data structures, e.g., due to program faults, can lead to a program crash or even worse, wrong output. Such bugs are hard to analyze using traditional debugging techniques. Specification-based debugging techniques have been used for addressing such bugs, albeit with limited effectiveness. Concurrent data structures make correctness verification even harder; for example, linearizability, the standard correctness criterion for concurrent data structure implementations, is notoriously hard to prove. Consequently, current verification techniques can only prove linearizability for certain classes of data structures. Therefore, there is a pressing need for data structure debugging and verification — the centerpiece of this dissertation.

First, this dissertation presents a precise fault location framework for debugging sequential programs. The framework combines specification-based runtime data structure verification with automatic detection of faulty program statements that corrupted the data structures. The framework consists of a data structure constraint specification language,
a compact memory graph representation $MG^{++}$, and an efficient fault location module. Experiments show the precision of our technique: while Tarantula [53] statistical debugging technique narrows the fault to 10 statements, our technique narrows it to about 4 statements. Experiments studying the time and space efficiency for real-world programs show that $MG^{++}$ is space-efficient and the time overhead for $MG^{++}$ construction is acceptable for debugging purposes. The dissertation also presents an efficient dynamic backward slicing algorithm to assist the user with further debugging.

Second, this dissertation introduces a generic, sound, and practical technique to statically check the linearizability of concurrent data structure implementations. Our technique requires specifying the concurrent operations as a list of sub-operations and passing this specification on to an automated checker that automatically verifies linearizability using relationships between individual sub-operations. We have proven the soundness of our technique. Our approach is highly expressive – we have successfully verified the linearizability of 12 popular concurrent data structure implementations, including algorithms that are considered to be challenging to prove linearizable such as elimination back-off stack, lazy linked list, and time-stamped stack. Our checker is efficient, as it verified these specifications in less than a second.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data structures are critical to the correct functioning of most programs. Program faults often lead to data structure corruption. The compromised structural integrity of runtime data structures is hard to detect unless it manifests as a program failure. Traditional debugging techniques have limited applicability in detecting such faults. Specification-based debugging techniques are useful in detecting such faults but are limited to fault detection. The manual localization of such faults is a difficult – tedious and time consuming.

In the case of concurrent data structures, this problem is even worse, as parallelism complicates design, implementation, and verification. First, concurrent implementations of abstract data structures (stacks, queues, sets, etc.) are becoming more and more complex as implementations that increase the degree of concurrency are identified; this complexity in turn is making correctness verification harder. Second, myriad thread interactions at runtime seriously hinder make program understanding and debugging. To address these issues, researchers have proposed correctness proofs for concurrent data structures. Linearizability,
introduced by Herlihy and Wing [50], is the standard form of correctness for concurrent data structure implementations. Even the recent state-of-the-art techniques (e.g., [67,121]) for proving linearizability lack generality as they are limited to specific classes of concurrent data structures — so far no technique (manual or automatic) for proving linearizability has been proposed that is both sound and generic. Therefore, researchers often rely on custom proofs of linearizability which is error-prone and highly time-consuming.

To address the above problems, this dissertation presents a fault location framework for sequential data structure implementations and a linearizability verification technique for concurrent data structure implementations. Our techniques harness the power of user specifications and provide the user with the following capabilities:

1. **Easy to Use Input Specification Language.** The fault location framework takes data structure consistency constrains as input. To enable the user to input the data structure consistency constraint with ease, a specification language is provided. The user expresses the constraints in terms of relationship between allocated memory regions and memory stores. The specification language enables the user to express a wide range of data structure constraints with ease.

2. **Precise Fault Location.** The fault location framework uses the input constraint specification to detect and locate faults that violate data structure constraints. The input constraints enable the framework to increase the precision of fault location.

3. **Runtime Efficiency.** The dynamic analysis required for precise fault location is costly, both in terms of time and memory. An efficient representation for storing data structure evolution history has been introduced to limit our fault location framework’
memory usage. We have also introduced a number of optimizations (incremental constraint matching, modification prediction) to make fault location faster.

4. **Sound and Generic Linearizability Verification Technique.** The linearizability verification technique presented in the dissertation is generic, i.e., it does not rely on specific properties of concurrent data structure implementations and can be applied to a wide range of implementations. We have proven the soundness of our technique.

The remainder of the chapter provides an overview of the data structure fault location framework and the linearizability verification technique and also presents the organization of the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Locating Data Structure Faults in Sequential Programs

Heap-allocated data structures can be easily modeled using Memory Graphs: heap allocations and pointers between heap elements correspond to nodes and edges. The structural definition of a data structure can then be expressed via consistency constraints that describe the allowed relationships among the nodes of the memory graph. The data structure errors that violate these constraints can be detected and located by evaluating the constraints. As an example, consider the widely-used memory allocator in the GNU C library (glibc) that maintains a doubly-linked list to track free memory chunks. The structural consistency constraints of this list are often violated by bugs in client programs (e.g., heap overflow bugs) leading to a program crash. Examples of bugs in popular software that do exactly the above include: Kate (KDE bug #124496), Kdelibs (KDE#116176), Kooka
Previous work in debugging data structures has been directed towards automatic repair of data structures (Malik et al. [75], Juzi [38], Demsky et al. [30, 31]) or were limited to locating the data structure fault to a region of program execution (Gopinath et al. [45], Demsky et al. [29]).

Motivated by the above observations, this dissertation presents a system that (1) allows the user to specify the consistency constraints for dynamic data structures as relationship rules among the nodes of a memory graph, (2) automatically detects any violation of these rules at runtime, and (3) locates the faulty code. The design of this system addresses the following challenges:

1. The system includes an expressive and concise language to specify constraints.

2. The system supports a novel representation to store data structure state after each mutation, i.e., the data structure evolution history. Also, mapping from dynamic (runtime) data structures to source code is maintained.

3. Data structure invariants are routinely broken, albeit temporarily, during operations on the data structure. For example, the structural invariant for a doubly-linked list, if element e points to element e’ then e’ should point back to e, is violated temporarily during the insertion of a new node in the list. Due to the presence of temporary constraint violations, our fault location system is designed to differentiate between a constraint violation caused by a fault and a temporary legitimate violation. Moreover, the fault location system delivers ease of use and runtime efficiency.
Our fault location framework provides support for specification-based fault location via two main constructs. First, a simple yet effective specification language for writing consistency constraints for data structures. Second, a directive for specifying C-points, i.e., program points where our system will check at runtime whether the constraints are satisfied; at such points, the data structure is supposed to be in a consistent state with respect to the provided specification. C-points are akin to transactions hence emerge naturally, e.g., at the beginning and end of functions that modify the data structure. C-points allow us to detect data structure corruption early, before it gets a chance to turn into further state corruption or crash. In addition, if the program crashes then the crash point is used as a C-point. Our technique can work even with a single C-point, while more C-points imply greater precision.

The fault location framework employs a user-provided specification of the data structure constraints to analyze a buggy execution. As the program executes, our system traces the evolution history of the data structures. The constraints are matched over the program data structure states at C-points. Once a constraint violation is detected, our approach identifies the corrupted data structures and the set of inconsistencies. Then, it traces back through the evolution history, searching for program points where inconsistencies were introduced and collecting a list of faulty program statements.

This dissertation presents a unified memory graph representation (MG++). Given a MG++ at an execution point, the memory graph at any prior execution point can be extracted using the timestamps associated with nodes and edges present in the MG++ representation. The unified representation is built by incrementally incorporating changes
as the program executes. This makes the representation space-efficient and allows constraint checks to be performed incrementally.

Our proposed fault location technique narrows down the faults to responsible data structure mutating statements. We further advocate the use of Dynamic Backward Slicing [59] for investigating the program fault using the fault data structure mutation. The dynamic backward slice of a computed value is defined to include the executed statements that played a role in the computation of the value. Dynamic backward slice is computed by taking the transitive closure over data and control dependences starting from the computed value and going backwards over the execution trace. For our technique, the resulting faulty data structure mutations from the previous step form the slicing criterion. Dynamic Backward slicing is a classic debugging technique but it still faces the challenge of huge time overhead. This dissertation presents an improved dynamic backward slicing algorithm.

1.2 Verifying Linearizability for Concurrent Data Structures

Linearizability, introduced by Herlihy and Wing [50], is the standard form of correctness for concurrent data structure implementations. Linearizability means that the entire observable effect of each operation on a concurrent data structure happens instantly, i.e., the effect of each operation is atomic.

A concurrent data structure implementation consists of a shared state (defined by shared variables) and methods which operate on the shared state. An execution consists of a variable number of threads, each executing one of the defined methods. An operation is a successful execution of a method. The definition of linearizability given by Herlihy and
Wing in [50] says that, for a linearizable concurrent data structure implementation, each concurrent execution must be equivalent to some sequential execution of operations of the abstract data structure while preserving the order of non-overlapping operation.

This dissertation presents a sound linearizability verification technique which can be applied to a wide range of concurrent data structure implementations. In this technique the concurrent execution of operations can be modeled as interleaved sequences of corresponding atomic sub-operations. The novelty of our approach is that:

1. We can express the set of all sequences allowed by an implementation in terms of static relationships between pairs of individual sub-operations.

2. Given the properties of sub-operation pairs, we can statically verify if all the sequences of sub-operations allowed by the implementation can be mapped to an equivalent non-interleaved sequence of sub-operations while maintaining the order of non-overlapping operations, i.e., linearizability.

Our technique consists of (1) a specification language that allows concurrent data operations to be specified simply as sequences of atomic sub-operations and (2) a static checker that, given the relationship between the sub-operations, determines if the implementation is linearizable. If the linearizability proof fails, the static checker returns a sequence of sub-operations that could not be linearized.

We have applied our technique to 13 popular concurrent data structure implementations and were able to verify 12 of them. As our approach is sound, the inability to verify the remaining data structure represents a false positive. The evaluation shows that our technique is generic, practical, and efficient.
1.3 Dissertation Organization

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the language to support data structure constraint specification. Next, Chapter 3 presents, our new memory graph representation and memory graph construction technique. The complete process of fault location for scalar data structure is covered in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents our linearizability verification technique for concurrent data structure implementations. Chapter 7 surveys existing literature in related areas and Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of our work and presents a brief future outlook.
Chapter 2

Constraint Specification Language

Program data structures follow consistency constraints, i.e., data structures have structural properties that must hold during execution. Even the simplest of data structure have certain consistency constraints based on the implementations.

We show the importance of data structure consistency constraints using Mozilla BugID 588187. Due to this bug, Mozilla crashes while traversing a linked list. The linked list in the program has a simple constraint: each entry→next field must point to another linked list node or NULL. Figure 2.1 shows an excerpt of the traversal code. If entry→next contains a value which is neither NULL nor a heap address then the execution will enter the loop (line 1) and crash at line 2.

```
while (entry) {
  if (entry→Key == key) { ←−− crash here
    return entry→Data;
  }
  entry = entry→Next;
}
```

Figure 2.1: Linked list traversal.
This chapter introduces the language support for specifying the data structure consistency constraints. Before introducing our constraint specification language, it is important to mention the following apparent alternatives and explain why we have not used them for our system:

**Archie** [29] uses constraint-based specification for data structure repair. The specification contains a model the data structure must satisfy. When the model is violated, Archie repairs the data structure to satisfy the model. In our system, the model of the constraints is already fixed in terms of the memory graph. Specifying the model again puts significant extra burden on the programmer.

**Alloy** [51] is a rich object modeling language for expressing high-level design properties. In comparison, our language is centered around logical, arithmetic, layout and graph constraints at the data structure level.

**Programming languages** can be used to specify constraints (e.g., repOK [71]). The constraints written need to be checked (hence executed) along with the program and are not useful to us as we need to match constraints during the trace back. Writing constraints in programming languages is verbose and error-prone.

Our language is based on the same principles as the aforementioned ones but is designed specifically for the purpose of specifying data structure constraints for debugging — it is a *domain-specific language*, in other words. Taking on this specific problem makes our language simpler. In our approach, the relevant program state at an execution point is captured by the *memory graph*, and *consistency constraints* for a data structure are specified in terms of relationships among nodes and edges of the memory graph. We provide the user
with a C-like syntax so the language is easy to use with minimum learning requirement. In this section we first define our constraint specification language and demonstrate that our language is both expressive and simple to use. That is, we can handle a variety data structures with equal or less burden (in comparison to other languages) on the programmer using our specification language.

2.1 Constraint Model and Language Syntax

The memory graph, at each point in the execution, consists of nodes corresponding to allocated memory regions and the edges are formed by pointers between the allocated memory regions. Each node (representing an allocation) has fields corresponding to the fields of the data structure for which the memory was allocated. The structure of the memory graph corresponds to the shape of the data structure; hence violations in data structure constraints can be detected by evaluating those constraints for the memory graph.

```c
11. node = malloc(sizeof(snode));
12. node->next = NULL;
13. new_node = malloc(sizeof(snode));
14. new_node->next = NULL;
15. node->next = new_node;
*** Execution Point x
```

Figure 2.2: Memory graph to represent runtime data structure

Figure 2.2 gives the memory graph for a sample execution. The first column shows a sample execution trace. The program allocates memory for structure of type `snode` in lines 11 and 13. The memory graph shows two nodes corresponding to the allocated memory
chunks. The next pointer is written to point to new_node in line 15 which is represented by edge from node to new_node in the memory graph.

Our specification language is designed to provide an easy way to express the structural form of the memory graph for a data structure. In other words, the programmer simply expresses how the data structure can be visualized in the memory, which makes specification writing very intuitive. Specifying data structure constraints involves three steps. The first step is specifying the types of nodes in the memory graph. The second (optional) step is specifying any special node attributes which may be involved in the constraints. The third step is to specify the constraint using variables of declared types. The grammar of our specification language consists of corresponding three components: structure, model, and constraints (Figure 2.3).

2.2 Structure Specification

The nodes in a memory graph can correspond to an array or a structure. Structures are defined in terms of the number of fields and edges present in the memory graph nodes. The structure specification declares the types of the memory graph nodes present in the specifications. The specification of the quad tree in Figure 4.2 shows that each node has 9 fields and 5 edges.

Example 1. The structure specifications of B-tree and AVL-tree are:

– struct btree{ int count; int key[2]; struct btree * child[3];}

  btreenode FIELD 6 EDGE 3;

– struct avltree{ int val; struct avltree * right, * left;}

  avltreenode FIELD 3 EDGE 2;
### Table 2.1: Standard Attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Represents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n.INDEGREE</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>Indegree of the node n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.OUTDEGREE</td>
<td>INT</td>
<td>Outdegree of the node n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.EXTERNAL</td>
<td>BOOL</td>
<td>((n.\text{OUTDEGREE} == 0) \lor (n.\text{INDEGREE} == 0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.INTERNAL</td>
<td>BOOL</td>
<td>((n.\text{INDEGREE} != 0) \land (n.\text{OUTDEGREE} != 0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.ISROOT</td>
<td>BOOL</td>
<td>((n.\text{INDEGREE} == 0))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.ISLEAF</td>
<td>BOOL</td>
<td>((n.\text{OUTDEGREE} == 0))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3 Attributes and Model Specification

We provide several node attributes (shorthands) that simplify the task of writing the specifications and making them concise. Table 2.1 contains the list of provided node attributes along with their meaning. Standard attributes are valid for any type declared in the structure specification.

When the standard attributes are not adequate, user-defined node attributes are introduced via the *model* part of the specification language in Figure 2.3(b). User-defined node attributes are specific to a node type. Specifying a custom node attribute involves declaring the name \((h)\) of the node attribute along with the node type it is associated with \((f)\). The declaration is followed by the rules for assigning the attribute value for each node. Assignment rules \((r)\) consist of *guard* \((g)\), *terminal assignment* \((a)\), and *non-terminal assignment* \((a)\). A *guard* is a precondition that, when true, leads to *terminal assignment* otherwise *non-terminal assignment* is followed. Assignment statement is assignment of an arithmetic expression to the node attribute. Note that the user-defined attributes can only be used for acyclic data structures. Therefore, when such attributes are used, our
implementation performs an acyclicity check because bugs may lead to formation of cycles in data structures that are supposed to be acyclic. The model specification allows the user to create node attributes corresponding to real world node properties and constraints can be specified in terms of these node properties.

Example 2. The height of an AVL-tree node is specified as:

\[
\text{avltree.HEIGHT; avltree X;}
\]

\[
\text{X.ISLEAF == true \Rightarrow X.HEIGHT = 0 \parallel}
\]

\[
\text{X.HEIGHT = (X[2].HEIGHT \geq X[3].HEIGHT) ?}
\]

\[
\text{X[2].HEIGHT+1 : X[3].HEIGHT+1;}
\]

Similarly, for a red black tree node with structure

- struct rbtree{ int color; struct avltree * right, * left;}

the black height derived from the right child is specified as:

\[
\text{rbtree.BHEIGHT; rbtree X;}
\]

\[
\text{X.ISLEAF == true \Rightarrow X.BHEIGHT = 0 \parallel}
\]

\[
\text{X.BHEIGHT = (X[2].(1)!= BLACK) ?}
\]

\[
\text{X[2].BHEIGHT : X[2].BHEIGHT+1;}
\]

2.4 Constraint Specification

Our language allows the user to write both inter-node and intra-node constraints. Inter-node constraints refer to constraints on relationship among memory graph nodes. This
Types

\[ t ::= f \text{ FIELD } n \text{ EDGE } n ; \]
\[ | \text{ ARRAY } f ; \]

(a) Structure Specification

User defined node attribute

\[ m ::= \text{name } r \]
\[ \text{name } ::= f \cdot h ; \]

Rules

\[ r ::= d r \mid g \Rightarrow a \mid a ; \]

Assignent

\[ a ::= x.h = ve \]
\[ ve ::= ve + ve \mid ve - ve \]
\[ | ve * ve \mid ve/ve \]
\[ | (ve) \mid (ve) \]
\[ | (ae)?ve : ve \]
\[ | av \]

(b) Model Specification

Variable declaration

\[ d ::= f x ; \]

Intra-node constraint

\[ c' ::= d q , b ; \]
\[ q ::= \text{for } l \text{ in } n \text{ to } n \]
\[ b ::= x[e] op e \]
\[ e ::= e + e \mid e - e \mid e \ast e \]
\[ | e/e \mid (e) \mid e| \]
\[ | x[e] \mid 1 \mid n \]

Arithmetic Value

\[ av ::= v.\text{INDEGREE} \]
\[ | v.\text{OUTDEGREE} \]
\[ | v[n] \mid v.h \mid n \]

Inter-node constraint

\[ c ::= d c \mid d g \Rightarrow g \mid d g ; \]

Rel. Ops.

\[ op ::= == \mid \neq \mid < \mid \geq \]

Constraint expression

\[ g ::= g \text{ and } g \mid g \text{ or } g \]
\[ | ae \mid be \mid ce \]
\[ ae ::= av op xe \]
\[ xe ::= xe + xe \mid xe - xe \]
\[ | xe * xe \mid xe/xe \]
\[ | (xe) \mid xe| \]
\[ | av \]
\[ be ::= bv == \text{true} \]
\[ \mid bv == \text{false} \]

Vertex

\[ v ::= x \mid (x[n]) \]

String

\[ f, h \]

Integer

\[ n \]

Variable

\[ x \]

Figure 2.3: Specification language
kind of constraints are common in pointer based data structures. Intra-node constraints refer to relationships between fields of a memory graph node. Array-based data structures have intra-node consistency constraints where the complete data structure is a big memory graph node (a single memory chunk).

2.4.1 Inter-node Constraints

Inter-node constraints defined via the grammar in Figure 2.3(c) are composed of declarations ($d$), guard (optional), and body ($g$). A guard is a precondition that must be true in order for the constraint to be applicable. The body is composed of one or more constraint statements joined by the boolean operator AND. Three types of constraint statements are allowed: boolean ($be$), arithmetic ($ae$), and connection ($ce$). Connection statements indicate the following: $X \to Y$ (edge allowed), $X \not\to Y$ (edge not allowed), $X \to Y$ (path allowed), and $X \not\to Y$ (path not allowed).

Let us consider constraint specifications for the $B$-tree data structure, shown in Figure 2.4 (top). The first two constraints ensure that the structure represents a tree and are thus the same for all trees (including Quad-tree shown earlier). Constraint 1 uses a guard ($X.ISROOT == FALSE$) to identify non-root nodes and indicate that their indegree must be 1. Constraint 2 uses a guard to indicate that if there is a path from $X$ to $Y$ then there is no path from $Y$ to $X$. The additional constraints in the specification of $B$-tree follow. Constraint 3 and 4 restrict the outdegrees of internal nodes in $B$-tree while constraint 5 ensures that the number of children is $1 +$ number of stored keys (value stored in the first field of the $B$-tree structure).
Example 3. The balanced height constraint for AVL-tree is expressed using the user-declared node attribute \textit{HEIGHT} below.

\begin{verbatim}
    avltree X;
    (X[2]).HEIGHT - (X[3]).HEIGHT \leq 1 \text{ and }
    (X[2]).HEIGHT - (X[3]).HEIGHT \geq -1;
\end{verbatim}

The above examples illustrate that our language is powerful enough to express the constraints embodied by commonly used data structures and at the same time it is intuitive for the programmer to use. While we have shown only non-nested data structures, nested structures can be handled by flattening of structure fields.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|p{10cm}|}
\hline
btree FIELD 6 EDGE 3; \\
- \textit{Data structure is a tree}
1. btree X; btree Y; 
   \hspace{0.5cm} X.ISROOT == FALSE ⇒ X.INDEGREE == 1; \\
2. btree X; btree Y; 
   \hspace{0.5cm} X \rightarrow Y ⇒ Y \neq X; \\
- \textit{Internal nodes have 2 or 3 children}
3. btree X; btree Y; 
   \hspace{0.5cm} X \rightarrow Y ⇒ 2 \leq X.OUTDEGREE; \\
4. btree X; btree Y; 
   \hspace{0.5cm} X \rightarrow Y ⇒ X.OUTDEGREE \leq 3; \\
- \textit{Number of children is 1 + number of stored keys}
5. btree X; 
   \hspace{0.5cm} X.OUTDEGREE == X[1] + 1; \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Figure 2.4: Specification for 2-3/B-Tree

2.4.2 Intra-node Constraints

Intra-node constraint specifications are aimed at handling array-based implementations of data structures. Our language supports expressing relationships between array
elements. *Intra-node constraints*, defined via the grammar given in Figure 2.3(c) are composed of *declarations*(d), *range*(q), and *body*(b). A *range* gives the min to max values of node field index (I) on which the constraint will be applicable. The body of the constraint is a relational expression in terms of the value of the field in question.

**Example 4.** Consider the shard graph representation [61], implemented as an array, storing 8 entries (each entry has source node, source value, edge value, and destination node). The constraint that the source nodes should be ordered is represented as:

```text
ARRAY shard;
shard X;
for I in 0 to 8, X[I*4 +1] < X[(I+1)*4 +1];
```

Note that we do not specify the types of structure fields in our specification language. The user can specify constraint to check the type of a field specific to the implementation. The following is an example of type checking for a linked list.

**Example 5.** Consider a linked list implementation using the following structure

– struct node{
  int value;
  struct node * next;
}

The next example is the specification for checking the type-safety of the next field.

```text
node FIELD 2 EDGE 1;
node X; node Y;
X[2] \neq NULL \Rightarrow (X[2])==Y;
```

The constraint statement states that if the next field of node X is not equal to NULL, if must point to another node Y.
Structure Specification
Node* root;
structure Node {
    int count;
    int key[2];
    Node* child[3];
}
Set Nodes(Node);
child0: Nodes → Nodes;
child1: Nodes → Nodes;
child2: Nodes → Nodes;
count : Nodes → int;

Model Specification
[∀ node in Nodes ], !(node. child[0]=0) ⇒ node. child[0] in Nodes;
[∀ node in Nodes ], !(node. child[1]=0) ⇒ node. child[1] in Nodes;
[∀ node in Nodes ], !(node. child[0]=0) ⇒ <node, node. child[0]> in child0;
[∀ node in Nodes ], !(node. child[1]=0) ⇒ <node, node. child[1]> in child1;
[∀ node in Nodes ], !(node. child[2]=0) ⇒ <node, node. child[2]> in child2;

Constraint Specification
– Data structure is a tree
[∀], sizeof(Nodes) >= literal(1);
[∀ node in Nodes], sizeof(node. child0) <= 1;
[∀ node in Nodes], sizeof(node. child1) <= 1;
[∀ node in Nodes], sizeof(node. child2) <= 1;
[∀ node in Nodes],
sizeof(child0.node) + sizeof(child1.node)+ sizeof(child2.node) <= 1;
[∀], sizeof(child0.root) + sizeof(child1.root) + sizeof(child2.root) = 0;
– Internal nodes have 2 or 3 children
[∀ node in Nodes],
2 <= sizeof(node.child0) + sizeof(node.child1)+ sizeof(node.child2) and sizeof(node.child0) +
sizeof(node.child1)+ sizeof(node.child2) <=3;
– Number of children is 1 + number of stored keys
[∀ node in Nodes],
sizeof(node.child0) + sizeof(node.child1)+ sizeof(node.child2) = node.count +1;

Figure 2.5: Archie [29] specification for 2-3/B-Tree.

2.5 Comparison with Archie [29], An Example

Let us compare our specification language with that of Archie [29]. Figure 2.5, we illustrate the use of Archie for specifying a B-tree (2-3 tree). As shown, in Archie the
developer has to first define a model for the data structure (Structure Specification and Model Specification in Figure 2.4). The constraints are defined in terms of this model.

Specification for B-tree (2-3 tree) in our specification language is presented in Figure 2.4. In our specification the constraints are defined directly in terms of the relationship of memory graph nodes which is more intuitive and thus the specification is concise and intuitive.

Table 2.2: Specification size comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Number of Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular Linked List</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubly-linked List</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Tree</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary Heap</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Tree</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL Tree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Black Tree</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leftist Heap</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full K-ary Tree</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Evaluation: Size of Specification

We compared specification in our language with that written in Archie [29] for several data structures and summarize the results, i.e., the number of statements required to express various data structures, in Table 2.2. The table shows the compact and expressive nature of our specification in comparison to Archie. The ‘–’ rows indicate that Archie is not able to express three data structures. One of the data structures that Archie cannot specify is the AVL tree for which our specification was shown earlier. Archie cannot handle global
constraints, e.g., that the difference in heights between the left subtree and right subtree of an AVL tree node should not be more than 1. Our specification allows the user to specify global constraints via user-defined node attributes.

2.7 Summary

This chapter presented the language support for fault location framework for scalar data structures. The language offers a simple and concise way of expressing data structure consistency constraints in terms of relationship among memory graph nodes and edges. The language provides support for both inter-node and intra-node constraints. Standard node attributes are supported in the language to make specification concise while the user can define custom node attributes to express complicated data structure consistency constraints.
Chapter 3

MG++: Memory Graph

Construction and Representation

A memory graph, where nodes represent allocated memory chunks and edges represent links between them created by memory stores, is effective in visualizing the shapes of heap-allocated data structures constructed at runtime. Memory graphs are useful in program understanding [78], or identifying data structures used by a program to replace them with more efficient ones [57]. In programs with bugs, execution of faulty code often results in anomalies that can be observed in the memory graph. Thus memory graphs are useful for helping locate memory bugs (e.g., memory leaks and illegal memory access patterns [15,84,92]) as well as in general-purpose debugging [117]. However, prior representations [57,78,91] fail to capture important information and their construction algorithms make assumptions that limit their utility:

- **Lack evolution history.** Existing representations [57,78,91] are a snapshot of the heap
at a program point but do not capture the runtime evolution of the memory graph. This deprives the user of critical information useful in verifying data structure properties and understanding how anomalies were introduced in the memory graph [116].

- **Lack mapping to source code.** Memory graphs used in prior work do not capture the program statements whose execution constructs and modifies the memory graph. This makes it hard for the user to relate memory graph anomalies to faulty source code statements.

- **Lack memory allocator history.** Since existing memory graphs do not capture the behavior of memory allocators, they are not effective when understanding program’s (faulty) behavior requires examining the internal actions of the memory allocators (e.g., updates to the internally-maintained free list). This limitation is particularly problematic when programs use custom memory allocators.

- **Allocator information requirement.** Existing methods for constructing memory graphs [57, 78, 91] must know what functions allocate/free memory—information from these functions (e.g., starting address and size of allocated memory chunk) is required during graph construction. The allocator-based approaches can only be applied when allocator information is available.

Keeping our focus on dynamic data structures, to overcome all of the above shortcomings, this chapter presents MG++, a new representation of heap memory graphs, and a novel approach to construct them. In addition to information traditionally captured by memory graphs, MG++ also captures the runtime evolution history of data structures and its mapping to the source code (Section 3.1.1). Intuitively, MG++ compactly represents
the memory graph at the end of the execution, as well as the graph’s evolution history; from this history, the memory graph at any earlier program execution point can be extracted. MG++ also captures the internal actions of the memory allocator (Section 3.1.2). This is useful in debugging programs that internally manage the storage or where understanding program behavior requires examining the interaction between program actions and memory allocator actions. We provide examples of real bugs where this information is critical for understanding faulty behavior. We also found the additional information available in MG++ representation useful for manually analyzing program data structures when coupled with Graphviz [40] to visualize the memory graph.

Our novel technique for MG++ construction is based on binary instrumentation and captures memory allocator behavior without requiring knowledge of the allocator function. The technique is based on the key observation that each field within an allocated chunk of memory is accessed via an address computed as an offset from the starting address of the allocated chunk. This enables us to construct the memory graph without assuming that the allocator functions will supply us with the starting address and size information for each newly-allocated chunk. Rather, we are able to construct the memory graph by simply monitoring heap references and operations involving them. Runtime information is analyzed to construct the graph by grouping heap references together to form nodes and using stores in memory to create edges between graphs nodes (Section 3.2.2).

We have implemented our memory graph construction technique using the PIN dynamic binary instrumentation framework [72] for Linux executables running on the IA-32 architecture. We have evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of our techniques on
various real-world programs; we now highlight the results. The space required for storing
the complete memory graph evolution history of a large real-world program (the CPython
interpreter) using the MG++ representation is less than 150 MB; using prior memory graph
representations would require about 100 GB (capturing snapshots after each memory graph
change). For the benchmarks evaluated, our MG++ construction approach manages to keep
the average slowdown of the execution time for instrumented code to 1.7x in comparison
to an allocator-based approach while the worst case slowdown is less than 5x. This shows
that our approach provides a practical method for constructing memory graphs in scenarios
where allocator information is not available. We illustrate the benefits of our representation
in locating faults in GNOME and Mozilla and detecting heap buffer overflows using the
RIPE test suite [115].

3.1 MG++ Representation

We first present the MG++ representation that captures the evolution of heap data
structures as well as the mapping to relevant source code. Next we present the additions to
MG++ which capture the behavior of the memory allocator functions as well as splitting
and merging of allocated memory chunks. Finally, we show how the memory graph at any
program execution point can be extracted from MG++.

3.1.1 MG++ for Heap Data Structures

A straightforward approach for tracking the evolution of heap data structures is to
capture the traditional memory graph at each program execution point where it is modified.
For example, Figure 3.2 shows the execution of a sequence of statements from a C program that creates a singly-linked list by creating two nodes (statements 11 and 13) and linking them to form the list (statement 15). The last statement (19) is faulty, mistakenly breaking the linked list via the NULL assignment. The programmer can examine the corresponding series of traditional memory graphs [91] and understand how the link list grows and is finally broken by the execution of the faulty statement (19). While examining the sequence of memory graphs allows the programmer to observe the evolution of the link list, including its corruption, this approach is impractical due to its memory cost.

![Figure 3.1: The compact MG++ representation.](image)

To efficiently capture the memory graph’s evolution we introduce a compact representation, MG++, from which the memory graph at any execution point can be extracted. As we can see in Figure 3.1, MG++ is compact because, by construction, MG++ eliminates redundancy across the series of memory graphs corresponding to the six execution points uniquely identified by timestamps 1 through 6. The additional annotations in MG++ rep-

---

2Throughout the paper, *Execution Point → Timestamp t* stands for “at execution point corresponding to timestamp $t$".
Execution trace | Traditional Memory Graph
---|---
11. node = malloc(sizeof(snode)); | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 1

12. node−>next = NULL; | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 2

13. new_node=malloc(sizeof(snode)); | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 3

14. new_node−>next = NULL; | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 4

15. node−>next = new_node; | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 5

19. node−>next = NULL; | node

*** Execution Point → Timestamp 6

Figure 3.2: Executed statements and corresponding traditional Memory Graphs.

resent timestamps for capturing the order in which nodes/edges are created/deleted and identities of source code statements responsible for changes to the memory graph. In particular, in Figure 3.1:

- The two non-NULL nodes are labeled with (1):11 and (3):13 indicating their creation at timestamps (1) and (3) by execution of statements 11 and 13, respectively;

- The outgoing edge from new_node−>next to NULL is labeled (4):14 as it was created at timestamp (4) by execution of statement 14; and

- Since node−>next is assigned at timestamps (2), (5), and (6) by statements 12, 15, and 19, it has three outgoing edges labeled (2):12, (5):15, and (6):19. The lifetimes of these edges can be inferred from the timestamps – the (solid) edge labeled with timestamp (6) is the most recent edge; the earlier (dashed) edges exist from the time of their creation to when the next edge is created.
We observe that the use of timestamps prevents redundancy across multiple memory graphs and thus makes the MG++ compact. In particular, if a node or an edge is created at timestamp $t$, and it remains unchanged until the end of execution, represented by timestamp $T$, then the MG++ will have a single copy of the node or edge labeled with $t$ implying that it has remained unchanged until $T$.

Given a MG++, the memory graphs corresponding to series of execution points can be extracted and shown to the user. The user can then observe the evolution of the dynamic data structure, identifying steps in execution at which the data structure appears to get corrupted, and then, using the statement numbers contained in MG++, identify the faulty code. We now provide a formal definition of MG++.

The MG++ is defined as a tuple $(V, E)$ such that:

- $V$ is a set of nodes such that each node $v_i$ consists of $\langle (ts_i) : S_i; H_i \rangle$, where $H_i$ is a set of heap addresses $\{h^1_i, h^2_i, \ldots\}$ that the node represents, $ts_i$ is the timestamp at which the node was created, and $S_i$ is the source code statement which led to creation of the node $v_i$. The statement is identified by its location in the source code, i.e., $\langle$ filename:line number$\rangle$.

- $E$ is a set of directed edges $H_i.h^k_i \rightarrow H_j.h^1_j$ ($H_i.h^k_i$ represents the heap address that contains a pointer to the heap address $H_j.h^1_j$ where $H_j.h^1_j$ is the first heap address of node $v_j$); each edge has a label $\langle (ts_{ij}) : S_{ij} \rangle$, where $ts_{ij}$ is the timestamp at which the edge was created and $S_{ij}$ is the source code statement that created the edge. There
can be multiple edges corresponding to the same heap address. The edge with the highest timestamp is marked as the current edge.

![Diagram of memory graph nodes and edges]

### 3.1.2 Modeling the Memory Allocator

The MG++ representation presented so far does not capture the behavior of the memory allocator itself. Therefore it may be ineffective in cases where understanding program behavior requires allocator information, or when the program has a custom memory allocator for dynamic data structures. In such cases, a memory graph node can no longer be simply defined as an allocated chunk of memory, since the allocator’s actions may split a big memory chunk into smaller chunks (during allocation) or join two smaller chunks into a bigger one (following a free).

To capture the history of splitting and merging of memory chunks, we introduce two new kinds of nodes and edges, called *cluster nodes* and *merge edges*, in the MG++ representation. A *cluster node* marks a big consolidated memory chunk formed by joining multiple smaller memory chunks. Representing the node as smaller nodes joined by merge edges enables us to track the history of memory allocation and deallocation operations. This action is captured in the memory graph by joining the two nodes using a *merge edge*. For the purpose of interaction with other nodes, a cluster node is a single node although it internally stores multiple nodes corresponding to earlier smaller chunks.
Figure 3.3: MG++ capturing the actions of the memory allocator.
Figure 3.3 shows a sample execution trace of a C program that uses an allocator based on Lea’s *dlmalloc* allocator [62] along with corresponding timestamps. In addition, we also show the MG++ immediately before the execution and at the end of the execution. *Dlmalloc* maintains the free memory chunks in a doubly-linked list. The oval *head* and *tail* nodes have been shown in the figure for clarity. The MG++ at timestamp 0 shows such a free list with a big memory chunk having starting address tmp1. *Dlmalloc* serves different memory requests by splitting this big chunk into smaller chunks, and stores back the freed memory chunks in the same doubly-linked list. When two contiguous memory chunks are freed, we consolidate them to form a bigger memory chunk. Such a chunk is formed in this example when adjacent memory chunks corresponding to tmp4 and tmp5 are freed (lines 12 and 15) and are consolidated via internal malloc actions. MG++ stores this information using a cluster node – the diamond-shaped node shown in Figure 3.3. The cluster node has timestamp 26 and points to the two smaller chunks joined by a *merge edge* (edge corresponding to timestamp 26). A cluster node enables the MG++ to retrieve the earlier heap snapshot using the timestamp information.

The formal definitions of the set of *cluster nodes* and *merge edges* follow:

- $V'$ is a set of *cluster nodes* such that each cluster node $v'_i$ is defined as $<(ts_i);\text{starting\_address};N_i>$ where $N_i$ is an ordered list of nodes $v_i \in V$ joined together by *merge edges*.

$$
\begin{array}{ccc}
|ts_i| & h_i & h_i & \cdots & (ts_{ij}) & ts_i & h_i & h_i & \cdots & \ldots & \cdots & ts_i & h_i & h_i & \ldots
\end{array}
$$

- A *merge edge* $m$ connects two nodes $v_i, v_j \in V$ inside a cluster node and has a label
such that the timestamp marks the merging of the node $v_j$ in the cluster node.

- Each node $v_i \in V$ carries a sourceID which marks the parent nodeID corresponding to the node out of which the node $v_i$ is formed after a split.

The definitions of the set of nodes $V$ and the set of edges $E$ are similar to those in Section 3.1.

Algorithm 1 Memory graph retrieval algorithm

1: /* $n_i$: node in MG++; $n_j$: node in memory graph; MG++target: MG++ at target timestamp; MGtarget: Memory Graph at target time stamp */
2: INPUT: MG++final - the MG++ at final timestamp $t_{final}$; target timestamp $t_{target}$ where $t_{target} \leq t_{final}$
3: function GRAPH RETRIEVE()
4: Step 1: /* retrieve MG++target */
5: Remove all the nodes created after $t_{target}$
6: Remove all the edged created after $t_{target}$
7: Join all the nodes split after $t_{target}$
8: Separate all the nodes merged after $t_{target}$
9: for all Heap addresses $h_i$ in MG++target do
10: Set the outgoing edge with highest timestamp as the current Edge
11: end for
12: Step 2: /* retrieve MGtarget */
13: for all nodes $n_i$ in MG++target do
14: starting_address($n_j$) ← Head($n_i$)
15: Size($n_j$) ← Size(addrList($n_i$))
16: MGtarget ← MGtarget + $n_j$
17: end for
18: for All edges $e_i$ in MG++target do
19: add corresponding edges in MGtarget
20: end for
21: return MGtarget
22: end function

3.1.3 MG++ Rollback and Retrieval

Given the MG++ at timestamp $t_{final}$, the memory graph MG for any time stamp $t \leq t_{final}$ can be efficiently reconstructed by selecting appropriate subsets of nodes and
Figure 3.4: Memory graph rollback and retrieval.

edges. We can reconstruct the step-by-step evolution snapshots of the memory graph enabling us to navigate back and forth over the changes in memory graph during the execution.

Algorithm 1 shows how we retrieve MG\textsubscript{target}, the memory graph at target timestamp \(ts\textsubscript{target}\) from MG++\textsubscript{final}, the MG++ corresponding to final timestamp \(ts\textsubscript{final}\), such that \(ts\textsubscript{target} \leq ts\textsubscript{final}\). The retrieval takes place in two steps. In the first step, we retrieve MG++\textsubscript{target}, the MG++ at the target timestamp \(ts\textsubscript{target}\). For this, all the nodes, edges,
and merge edges having timestamp greater than $t_{target}$ are removed from the graph. Also, the addresses of any nodes that were split after the target timestamp are joined together. Removal of nodes may result in isolated data nodes, which are removed. Edges which were overwritten by a store executed after the target timestamp are restored as follows. For each of the heap addresses, the edge with the highest timestamp is set as current edge. Similarly, for each node, merge edge with the highest timestamp is set as current merge edge. In the second step, $MG_{target}$, the memory graph at the target timestamp is constructed from $MG^{++}_{target}$. This is done by creating nodes and edges in the memory graph corresponding to the nodes and edges in $MG^{++}$. The starting address of a node is the same as the head of the address list in the corresponding $MG^{++}$ node. The size of a memory graph node is calculated by joining the sizes of addresses in the address list of the corresponding $MG^{++}$ node.

Figure 3.4 illustrates retrieval of the memory graph at time stamp 4 from a $MG^{++}$ at timestamp 6. In the first step, the node timestamps are examined. Since both nodes have timestamps less then 4, they are retained. The edges with timestamps $\geq$ 4, i.e., edges with timestamps 5 and 6, are deleted. This leads to an isolated data node which is removed, yielding the $MG^{++}$ at program point corresponding to timestamp 4. The starting addresses of the two nodes are \texttt{node} and \texttt{new_node}, respectively. The sizes of these nodes are equal to the size of \texttt{snode}, i.e., size of head address + size of \texttt{next}. 
3.2 Portable Memory Graph Construction

We have developed a novel MG++ construction algorithm based on binary instrumentation. By not relying on allocator function information, we develop a portable algorithm that can build the MG++ for programs using different memory allocators, custom allocators, and in-program memory managers. The implementation does not rely on source code or symbol table information. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to capture the memory usage of a program without relying on source code or symbol table information.

3.2.1 Key Observations

The MG++ construction is based on the following two observations.

1) Accesses to fields within a memory node. Each address inside an allocation site (i.e., node in the memory graph) is always derived from the starting address. The fields can be accessed as an offset from the starting address or the field address is explicitly calculated by adding the offset to the starting address. For example, in Figure 3.5 the starting address of the memory allocated is stored in register `eax`, the node field `val` in instruction number 6 is accessed as `eax+0`, and in instruction number 9 the node field `next` is accessed as `eax+4`. We observed this behavior in a variety of compilers: GCC, LLVM, Microsoft VC++, and Intel’s C compiler.

Even when using registers to pass pointers to fields, or to pass the contents of a `char` array from within a structure as a string, an address inside the allocated memory chunk is accessed transitively from the starting address (address `C` is accessed as an offset
from address $B$, while $B$ is accessed as an offset from starting address $A$). This observation can be understood in terms of allocator behavior: the allocator returns the starting address of an allocated memory chunk to the program and the program can access the internal addresses of an allocated memory chunk only through the starting address of the memory chunk. The above observation lets us join all the addresses being derived from the same starting address into a memory graph node, i.e., nodes can be identified without knowledge of memory allocator functions used.

```
struct item { int val;
    item * next; }
Main()
{
    ..... 
    18 curr = (item *)malloc(sizeof(item));
    19 curr->val = i;
    20 curr->next = head;
    21 head = curr;
    ..... 
}
```

1. main:18 mov dword ptr [esp], 0x8
2. main:18 call 0x8048350
3. main:18 mov dword ptr [esp+0x1c], eax
4. main:19 mov eax, dword ptr [esp+0x1c]
5. main:19 mov edx, dword ptr [esp+0x14]
6. main:19 mov dword ptr [eax], edx
7. main:20 mov eax, dword ptr [esp+0x1c]
8. main:20 mov edx, dword ptr [esp+0x18]
9. main:20 mov dword ptr [eax+0x4], edx
10. main:21 mov eax, dword ptr [esp+0x1c]
11. main:21 mov dword ptr [esp+0x18], eax

Figure 3.5: Memory access example.

(2) Pointers point to the head address of a memory graph node. When the internal actions of a memory allocator are also being considered, we cannot rely only on the first observation for constructing a memory graph node. The allocator gets the starting address of the memory space from the system (using the `brk()` or `mmap()` system calls) and derives all the internal addresses from this starting address. Using only the first observation we will end up with a single node (multiple nodes in case of `mmap()`) for the whole program.
Therefore we form memory graph nodes using the observation that all pointers point to the head address of a memory graph node. Any address being pointed to becomes the starting address of a new memory graph node.

In prior works memory graph nodes correspond to allocated memory chunks and the construction techniques rely on the knowledge of calls to the allocator function. Moreover, if the program uses a custom memory allocator or it manages memory internally, then traditional memory graph representations fail to provide any useful information because they will simply show a single memory graph node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>MG++ Before</th>
<th>MG++ After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Join Addresses  ((haddr_1, haddr_2))</td>
<td>(haddr_1 + \text{offset} (= haddr_2))</td>
<td>ts: (haddr_1)</td>
<td>(ts) (haddr_1, haddr_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge Nodes ((haddr_1, haddr_2))</td>
<td>(haddr_1 + \text{offset} (= haddr_2))</td>
<td>(haddr_1) (haddr_2)</td>
<td>ts: (haddr_1) (haddr_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split Node((haddr_2))</td>
<td>(haddr_1 \leftarrow haddr_2)</td>
<td>(haddr_3) (haddr_2) (\ldots)</td>
<td>(haddr_3) (haddr_2) (\ldots)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6: MG++ construction operations.

### 3.2.2 Construction Algorithm

Given a program execution trace which captures the operations on heap references during the program execution, our algorithm builds the MG++ by grouping together heap references to form a memory graph node. The technique for identifying heap references is described in the implementation description (Section 4.4). Whenever a heap address-handling instruction is encountered, it is analyzed for its effects on the graph. The *timestamp* attached to each node and edge marks the order of their creation during the execution of the program. For example, a node will always have a lower timestamp than an edge pointing to
it because the node was formed earlier in program execution and the edge was added later.
The timestamp is initialized at the start of memory graph construction and is incremented
with each change to the graph.

Note that we do not capture information about node deallocation, as the MG++ maintains
information about nodes even after their deallocation (complete evolution history) so deal-
location does not require any special treatment.

Algorithm 2 summarizes memory graph construction, changing the memory graph according
to the instructions being executed. For a heap address $haddr$, in Algorithm 2, $node(haddr)$
denotes the node corresponding to $haddr$. Given an instruction $i$, the following four cases
arise:

Case 1) If the current instruction $i$ operates only on one heap address which has
never been encountered before the current execution point, then a new node is created (call
to Create_Node, line 8). In Create_Node, the address is added to the address list of the new
node. The node is also given a new timestamp which marks its creation.

Case 2) If instruction $i$ operates on heap address + offset, the algorithm proceeds
as follows. If both the base heap address and offset heap address have not been encountered
earlier, then a new node is created and both addresses are added to the address list of the
node (omitted from the algorithm for simplicity).

– If the base heap address has been encountered earlier (i.e., it corresponds to a node) and
the offset heap address has not been encountered until that execution point, then the offset
heap address is added to the address list of the node corresponding to the base address
(Figure 3.6, row 1).
Algorithm 2 Memory Graph construction

1: /* haddr: heap address; node(haddr): node corresponding to haddr; data: non heap address value */
2: INPUT: Execution Trace
3: OUTPUT: Memory Graph (MG)
4: function GraphConstruction()
5: switch instruction i :
6: case i has haddr₁
7: if haddr₁ ∉ MG then
8: CreateNode(haddr₁)
9: end if
10: case i has haddr₁ + offset (= haddr₂)
11: if haddr₂ ∉ MG then
12: JoinAddresses(haddr₁, haddr₂)
13: else if node(haddr₂) ≠ node(haddr₁) then
14: MergeNodes(haddr₁, haddr₂)
15: end if
16: case i is haddr₁ ← data
17: CreateEdge(haddr₁, data)
18: case i is haddr₁ ← haddr₂
19: if haddr₂ ∉ MG then
20: CreateNode(haddr₂)
21: else if haddr₂ is not head of node then
22: SplitNode(haddr₂)
23: end if
24: CreateEdge(haddr₁, haddr₂)
25: end function

– If both the base heap address and the offset address have already been encountered before, and correspond to different nodes, then the nodes are merged together using the merge edge (call to MergeNodes, line 14). This leads to the creation of a cluster node (Figure 3.6, row 2). An example of this situation is the memory allocator consolidating two adjacent free memory chunks into one bigger chunk.

Case 3) If the instruction i is a memory write, A ← B where A is a heap address and B is a data value (e.g., tmp3−>next = NULL in Figure 3.3) then a data edge from the address is created (call to CreateEdge, line 17). The edge is assigned a new timestamp that marks its creation.
Case 4) If instruction $i$ is a memory write, $A \leftarrow B$ where both $A$ and $B$ are heap addresses (e.g., $\text{tmp1} \rightarrow \text{next} = \text{tmp2}$ in Figure 3.3), an edge is created, from the address written to, to the node corresponding to the address value written (call to Create_Edge, line 24). If the address value written is not the starting address of a memory graph node then the node is split such that the address value written forms the head of the newly created node (Figure 3.6, row 3). A common example of such a situation is when the memory allocator allocates a smaller chunk out of a bigger free memory chunk. If the address value written is a new address, a new node is created as in step 1 (call to Create_Node, line 20).

Node merging and splitting operations come into play only when the internal actions of the memory allocator are included in the analysis. If such internal actions are not considered in the analysis then accessing an address from a node as an offset from the address of a different node (line 13: $\text{haddr}_1 + \text{offset} = \text{haddr}_2$ and $\text{node}(\text{haddr}_2) \neq \text{node}(\text{haddr}_1)$) is considered to be suspicious program behavior, e.g., a potential heap buffer overflow.

**An Example.** Figure 3.7 illustrates our approach when run on the example given in Figure 3.3. The first column shows the sample C source code statements executed at each step during construction of a linked list. The second column shows the memory graph formed once the source code in the same row is executed. When the execution starts on line 1, a new heap address $\text{tmp1}$ is encountered because of the call to malloc. A new node is created with initial time stamp of 1 (call to Create_Node, line 8 in Algorithm 2). Executing statements up to line 5, heap addresses $\text{tmp2}$, $\text{tmp3}$, $\text{tmp4}$ and $\text{tmp5}$ are encountered inside malloc. All these memory addresses are derived as an offset of the initial address inside
1. tmp1 = malloc(sizeof(struct snode));

2. tmp2 = malloc(sizeof(struct snode));
3. tmp3 = malloc(sizeof(struct snode));
4. tmp4 = malloc(sizeof(struct snode));
5. tmp5 = malloc(sizeof(struct snode));

6. tmp1->next = tmp2;

7. tmp2->next = tmp3;
8. tmp3->next = tmp4;
9. tmp4->next = tmp5;

10. tmp1->next = tmp3;

11. free(tmp2);

12. free(tmp4);

13. tmp1->next = tmp3;

14. tmp3->next = NULL;
15. free(tmp5);

Figure 3.7: An illustration of MG++ construction.
malloc so they are added inside the same MG++ node (call to Join_Addresses, line 12 in Algorithm 2). When the next field is written with value tmp2, the original node is split into two nodes (Split_Node, line 22 in Algorithm 2) to form tmp2 as the starting address of the new node. Similarly, other nodes are created due to memory writes in the lines 7, 8 and 9. The free operation on tmp2 leads to the node’s addition to the doubly-linked list of free chunks internally maintained by malloc. We have represented the head and tail of the doubly linked list of free chunks with oval nodes (not present in the C code) for clarity. Similarly, free(tmp4) adds the node to the free list. When tmp5 which is adjacent to tmp4 is freed, malloc consolidates the two chunks. A merge edge is created to join the nodes corresponding to tmp4 and tmp5 and a cluster node is added to the MG++ (Merge_Nodes, line 14 in Algorithm 2). Note that the algorithm performs all of the above actions without knowledge of the memory allocator.

3.3 Implementation and Evaluation

Implementation overview. Our system takes a program binary as input. The binary is instrumented to capture the heap references and operations on them. The instrumented program is executed to generate a trace, containing the information about the heap references, operations on heap references and timing information. If debugging information is present in the binary then information about mapping to source code is also generated. The trace is analyzed off-line to generate the memory graph.

Our binary instrumentation is based on PIN-2.6 [72]. We only instrument loads, stores and a set of heap reference-handling instructions (ADD, LEA, SUB, INC, XCHG).
Other instructions may have to be instrumented depending on the compiler. The instrumented binary is then executed, generating the execution trace. At runtime, PIN determines the heap address range for the program by monitoring the system calls (\texttt{brk()}) and \texttt{mmap()}) as well as the address space of the program, and outputs the valid heap address range and those instructions which handle heap references. These optimizations help reduce the size of our execution trace. The execution trace contains the timestamp information and the statement identifier for each of the executed instructions along with the address references involved in the instruction. An automated analysis of the execution trace constructs the memory graph. The valid heap address range is used to identify heap references in the trace.

**Experimental setup.** All measurements were performed on an Intel Core 2 6700 @ 2.66GHz with 4 GB RAM, running Linux kernel version 2.6.32. The experiments indicate that our memory graph representation and construction technique are efficient and effective in real-world scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ls (GNU core utilities [4])</td>
<td>Array &amp; Linked list</td>
<td>ls -R coreutils-8.0/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidy (HTML check &amp; clean [90])</td>
<td>Binary tree variant</td>
<td>Version 1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bison (GNU parser generator [1])</td>
<td>Array &amp; Linked list</td>
<td>Version 2.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPython [9]</td>
<td>Linked lists &amp; Trees</td>
<td>Version 2.7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl [8]</td>
<td>Arrays &amp; Linked lists</td>
<td>Version 5.20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Coloring</td>
<td>Linked list of arrays</td>
<td>1,589 nodes; 2,742 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Set</td>
<td>Linked list</td>
<td>2,361 nodes; 7,182 edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest Path</td>
<td>Shard</td>
<td>7,115 nodes; 103,689 edges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.2: Benchmarks’ input description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ls (GNU core utilities [4])</td>
<td>coreutils-8.0 source dir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidy (HTML check &amp; clean [90])</td>
<td>Tidy Project Page.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bison (GNU parser generator [1])</td>
<td>ANSI C grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPython [9]</td>
<td>Page rank program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl [8]</td>
<td>File search program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Coloring</td>
<td>NetScience [17,80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Set</td>
<td>YeastL (protein interaction network) [17,102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest Path</td>
<td>Wiki-vote (Wikipedia network) [11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Benchmarks.** We measured the cost of using MG++ in terms of space and execution time to show that our approach is practical. A summary of benchmarks used in our evaluation is shown in Table 3.2. Our benchmarks are divided into three categories. First, widely-used programs: the `ls` GNU core utility, `Tidy` HTML checking & cleanup, and the GNU `bison` parser generator. Second, programs that perform internal memory management: the commonly-used `CPython` and `Perl` interpreters. In the third category, we have graph applications (graph coloring, independent set, and shortest path) with small real-world graphs as input, which we believe reflect common debugging scenarios. The benchmarks in the last category are read-intensive, “build-then-traverse data structure” style programs.

### 3.3.1 Cost of Constructing MG++

**Space Required:** Table 3.4’s columns 2 and 3 show the space required for MG++, without and with allocator analysis, respectively. In order to show the space-efficient nature of MG++, we compared the space requirement of MG++ with that of a snapshot approach for capturing the data structure evolution history. The snapshot approach stores snapshots of memory graphs after each change using representations similar to the ones mentioned.
in [57,78,91]. The memory required to capture the sequences snapshots of memory graph is approximated by assuming a snapshot of the average number of nodes stored upon each change to the memory graph (Table 3.4, column 4). The size of each node is assumed to be 8 bytes (a single field). The space required by MG++, excluding (including) the allocator ranges from 3 MB to 138 MB (7 MB to 141 MB, respectively). This is two orders of magnitude less than that of capturing sequences of memory graphs using prior representations. In fact, this data shows that capturing sequences of memory graphs is impractical, while MG++ is highly space-efficient. The memory required for MG++ depends on the number of objects allocated (MG++ nodes) and manipulated (leading to creation of MG++ edges).

*Program Execution Time:* Table 3.4’s columns 8 and 9 show the execution time for running the instrumented code for our technique, without and with allocator analysis, respectively. Table 3.4’s column 5 (Original) shows the cost of running the original program; column 6 (Null PIN) shows the cost of running the program under PIN without any instrumentation; column 7 shows the cost of collecting trace for memory graph using allocator information [57,78,91], i.e., only calls to allocator functions and memory writes are instrumented. Although program execution time increases significantly due to instrumentation, it is a necessary cost of dynamic analysis. Column 10 shows the relative time overhead for our approach in comparison to the allocator-based approach. The average slowdown for the read-intensive benchmarks (graph-coloring, independent-set, shortest-path) is 3.16x while for the other benchmarks the average slowdown is 1.18x. The slowdown is higher in case of read-intensive programs because our MG++ construction algorithm has to monitor all the heap reference-handling instructions, including reads. The total average slowdown is
Table 3.3: Time overhead of capturing Memory Graphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>MG++ Construction Method</th>
<th>Slowdown (col 8/col 7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instrumented</td>
<td>Original Null PIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>0.02 1.25 1.97 2.14 5.41</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tidy</td>
<td>0.01 1.46 6.46 8.90 9.63</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bison</td>
<td>0.06 2.04 2.23 2.68 9.82</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpython</td>
<td>0.09 7.84 24.60 30.74 32.85</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perl</td>
<td>1.11 11.73 26.09 26.41 32.52</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph coloring</td>
<td>0.05 0.68 8.69 37.33 38.08</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>independent set</td>
<td>0.05 0.53 13.44 47.27 50.79</td>
<td>3.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shortest path</td>
<td>0.06 0.57 8.25 13.68 45.84</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Memory costs of capturing Memory Graphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>MG++ Representation Space Required (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MG++ without allocator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>3.8 6.9 ≈ 1,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tidy</td>
<td>22.4 32.1 ≈ 2,484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bison</td>
<td>2.5 32.3 ≈ 283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpython</td>
<td>137.8 140.5 ≈110,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perl</td>
<td>48.1 50.2 ≈ 65,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graph coloring</td>
<td>82.3 83.5 ≈ 311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>independent set</td>
<td>6.3 10.2 ≈ 451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shortest path</td>
<td>47.9 84.7 ≈ 50,827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.7x. These results show that the MG++ construction algorithm gives a feasible method of memory graph construction for cases where allocator information is not available. Instrumenting the memory allocator increases the execution times by 2x to 4x in comparison to when only application code is instrumented.
3.3.2 Fault Location using MG++

There are cases where the internal actions of the memory allocator are required to be a part of analysis and therefore MG++ can enable fault location. The Glibc memory allocator keeps track of free chunks via a doubly-linked list. Numerous real-world bugs (GNOME BugIDs 697397, 449433, 318401; KDE BugIDs 119108, 281770, 224877, 237913) are associated with the corruption of the free chunks list. Figure 3.8 shows a simple C program which causes Glibc corruption (**glibc detected *** corrupted double-linked list) later in the program. The programmer accidentally passes the address instead of the value of tmp→target in line 4. This overwrites the free chunks metadata, in turn corrupting the doubly-linked list. The program will crash later in the execution when malloc tries to access the elements of the doubly-linked list. We detect the violation of the doubly-linked list invariant by matching the invariant if element e points to element e’ then e’ should point back to e over MG++. Upon detecting corruption, the MG++ is rolled back and the statement responsible for corruption is identified.

```c
1 struct node *tmp;
2 tmp = (struct node *)malloc(sizeof(struct node));
3 tmp->target = malloc(value_size);
4 memcpy(&tmp->target, value, value_size);
```

Figure 3.8: Sample code that corrupts Glibc’s free chunks list.

3.3.3 Detecting Buffer Overflow Attacks using MG++

In this experiment we tested the use of MG++ to detect heap buffer overflows on the basis of Observation (1) in Section 3.2.1. Our assumption was that if an address of a memory node X is being accessed as an offset from an address inside memory graph node
Y then it is a heap buffer overflow. We tested our technique against 12 attack benchmarks from the RIPE buffer overflow testbed [115]. For this experiment we did not include allocator internals in the analysis. These benchmarks exercise various types of heap buffer overflows including return address, function pointers, and vulnerable structs, and have been commonly used in prior work to test the effectiveness of attack detection systems. As shown in Table 3.5, our technique was able to detect heap buffer overflow for all vulnerabilities, except for vulnerable structs. In the case of vulnerable structs, an attack-prone buffer resides along with a target function pointer inside the same memory graph node. There is no buffer overflow across memory graph nodes in this case and thus our technique fails to capture it. Valgrind’s memcheck [79] can also detect other attacks except for vulnerable structs; it uses a valid bit for each byte of allocated memory and reports an error in case unallocated memory is written. Memcheck cannot be applied in the absence of allocator information while our technique will be able to detect buffer overflow without allocator information.

Table 3.5: Heap buffer overflow detection results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th># of benchmarks</th>
<th>Exception raised</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Return Address</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old base Pointer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Pointers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerable Structs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Limitations

Our approach has two limitations.

1. Our algorithm identifies a heap address by checking if the value falls in the valid heap address range. If a non-heap address operand with value in the valid heap address
range is encountered, our approach creates a one-field node in the memory graph for it. Such a node is unnecessary and can be removed using a post-construction analysis.

2. The size of a memory node constructed by our algorithm is different from the allocated size in cases where trailing fields of an allocated node are never read or written.

3.5 Summary

This chapter has presented a novel memory graph representation, MG++, along with MG++’s construction algorithm. The novelty of MG++ is that it carries dynamic data structure evolution history as well as a mapping to the source code modifying the dynamic data structure. The extended MG++ representation supports modelling the memory allocator internals as well. The construction algorithm does not require modeling the memory allocator semantic for memory graph construction, which makes the approach general and portable. The chapter has also presented the application of the construction algorithm for detection of heap buffer overflows.
Chapter 4

Fault Location Framework

This chapter presents the details of our fault location framework. Data structure fault location faces the problem of *temporary legitimate violation* of data structure consistency constraints. Fault location is a costly operation as it involves tracing back through the data structure evolution history to search for faulty data structure mutations. This chapter tackles the problem of fault location and introduces optimizations to make fault location more efficient and practical.

4.1 Overview of Our Approach

In this section we provide an overview of our approach and highlight its key features using an example. The example is centered around quad trees, a widely-used data structure for spatial indexing. A quad tree is a tree with internal nodes having four children and the data stored at the leaf nodes. Thus one of the key structural consistency constraints for this data structure is: *for any internal element e, the number of children is four*. In Figure 4.1
struct pt { int x, y; }

struct qdtree {
    int posX, posY, width, height;
    struct pt * point;
    struct qdtree * child [4];
}

struct qdtree * root;

int main() {
    ... 
    while ( fscanf ( file ,"%d%d",&x,&y)!=EOF) 
        insert (x,y, root);
    }

void insert ( int x, int y, struct qdtree * root) {
    // POINT(qdtree)
    if (root == NULL) {
        root = (struct qdtree *)malloc(sizeof(qdtree));
        temp = create_point(x, y);
        root→point = temp;
    }
    else {
        n = search(x, y, root );
        if ( n→pt != NULL)
            split (x, y, n);
    }
    // POINT(qdtree)
}

void split ( int x, int y, struct qdtree * node) {
    struct qdtree * temp;
    for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
        temp = (struct qdtree *)malloc(sizeof(qdtree));
        set_node_fields (temp, i , node);
        node→child[i] = temp;
        if ( x == node[i]→posX && y == node[i]→posY) {
            ... 
            parent_node→child[0]= NULL;
        }
    }
    else {
        move_value(node, node→child[i]);
        assign_value (x, y, node→child[i]);
    }
}

Figure 4.1: Faulty Quad Tree implementation.
we show example code that creates and manipulates quad trees, and contains a bug which leads to a violation of the consistency constraint. The quad tree definition (lines 2–7) contains nine fields: the first five fields store data about the node, while the next four fields, child [4], point to children in the quad tree. The main function reads coordinates \((x,y)\) from a file and populates the tree by calling the insert function. In insert, we first search for an existing node that is suitable for coordinates \((x,y)\). If the resulting node \(n\) already has a point stored in it, then four children of \(n\) are created, one for each quadrant. The point at node \(n\) and the newly-read point are then inserted into the quad tree rooted at \(n\).

The statement at line 35 in function split which sets an edge to NULL is faulty.

\[
\text{qdtree FIELD 9 EDGE 5;}
\]

\[
\text{/*# total fields and # pointer fields */}
\]

\[
\text{qdtree X;}
\]

\[
X.ISROOT == \text{FALSE} \Rightarrow X.INDEGREE == 1;
\]

\[
\text{qdtree X; qdtree Y;}
\]

\[
X \rightarrow Y \Rightarrow Y \neq X;
\]

\[
\text{qdtree X; qdtree Y;}
\]

\[
X \rightarrow Y \Rightarrow X.OUTDEGREE == 4;
\]

Figure 4.2: Consistency constraints of a Quad Tree.

4.1.1 Specification of Consistency Constraints

Our specification language enables the developer to express the data structure constraints directly in terms of the relationships among heap elements.

Figure 4.2 shows the consistency constraint specification for a quad tree in our language. The user specifies the structure of each node in the memory graph by declaring a node type (qdtree) that contains 9 data fields and 5 pointer fields – (FIELD 9) and
constraints are specified next. The constraint specification involves declaring node variables and specifying the relationships among them. For quad tree we specify three constraints in terms of variables X and Y of node type qdtree. The constraint \( c_1 \) indicates that all nodes besides the root have an indegree of 1. The constraint \( c_2 \) indicates that if there is a path from node X to node Y, then there cannot be a path from node Y to node X. The constraint \( c_3 \) specifies that, if any node X points to another node Y (i.e., the node X is internal) then the outdegree of X is 4. While we have chosen a simple constraint for the purpose of understanding, our language can handle a variety of complex constraints (as explained in Chapter 2).

4.1.2 Tracing Data Structure Evolution History

We execute the program and trace the evolution history of the program data structure using binary level dynamic instrumentation. The instrumentation is independent of the constraints specified. We only instrument the allocation/deallocation calls and memory writes to the allocated memory. Once the program execution completes; normally or because of a program crash, the traced information is used to construct memory graph.

4.1.3 Fault Location

We match the specified constraints over the memory graph at program points corresponding to C-points. The memory graph must be in a consistent state with respect to the specified constraints at these program points. Once we encounter a consistency constraint violation, the process of fault location begins. The process of fault location involves tracing back the program execution. We analyze the effect of each operation (on
### Execution trace

```c
1 temp = (struct qdtree *)
2 malloc(sizeof(qdtree));
3 set_node_fields (temp, 1, node);
4 node->child[1] = temp;
5 move_value(node, node->child[1]);
6 assign_value(x, y, node->child[1]);
7 i++;  
```

#### Inconsistencies

- **@Point 1**
  - $S_1 = \{(c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\})\}$

#### Memory Graph

![Memory Graph](image)

- **@Point 2**
  - $S_2 = \{(c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\})\}$

- **@Point 3**
  - $S_3 = \{(c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n4\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n5\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\})\}$

- **@Point 4**
  - $S_c = \{(c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n4\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n5\})\}$

### Figure 4.3: Memory graph at different program points.

- **@Point 1**
  - $S_1 = \{(c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\})\}$

- **@Point 2**
  - $S_2 = \{(c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\})\}$

- **@Point 3**
  - $S_3 = \{(c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n4\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n5\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n7\}), (c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\})\}$

- **@Point 4**
  - $S_c = \{(c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n4\}), (c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n5\})\}$
Inconsistencies

The system performs consistency checks on the program memory graph at the beginning and at the end of function `insert` (lines 17 and 28) indicated by C-points. In Figure 4.3, the first column shows an execution trace of the code in Figure 4.1, while the second and third columns contain the set of constraints violated at selected program execution points and the corresponding quad tree. Note that execution point 4 is a C-point and we find that there are multiple violations of constraint $c_3$ from Figure 4.2 at this point. The set of violations is represented by the set $S_c$ and each violation is described in form of a tuple $(C,G)$, where $G$ is the sub-graph over which constraint $C$ is violated. In the
Figure 4.3 example, the constraint violations include: \( \langle c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\} \rangle \), \( \langle c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n4\} \rangle \), and \( \langle c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n5\} \rangle \). We perform consistency checks at earlier execution points, computing the violations into set \( S_i \) where \( i \) is the execution point. The fault location algorithm finds the operations contributing to inconsistencies in \( S_c \) by examining the \( S_i \)'s.

In our example, the fault location algorithm determines that at program point 3, the operation of setting \( n1 \rightarrow \text{child}[0] \) to \text{NULL} introduces all the inconsistencies present in the set \( S_c \). The statement corresponding to the operation is output as a faulty statement. Our algorithm also determines that none of the inconsistencies in \( S_2 \) are related to inconsistencies in \( S_c \) and therefore there is no need to further search for faulty statements. Note that there are other inconsistencies present at different program points that are not related to the inconsistencies at \textit{C-points}. For example, at program point 3, the inconsistency \( \langle c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\} \rangle \) is temporary and ignored in the search for faulty statements.

### 4.1.4 Optimizations

We have optimized our fault location system in terms of both memory and time costs. For fault location, we need the memory graph at each execution point so that the constraint violations at each execution point can be detected. To avoid saving memory graphs at all execution points we employ a unified memory graph representation (given in Chapter 3) that combines memory graphs at all execution points into one and distinguishes subgraphs via association of timestamps with graph components (nodes and edges). Thus, portions of the graph that do not change across many execution points are stored only once. Given a unified memory graph representation at program point \( P \), the memory graph for any earlier program point can be reconstructed using the process of \textit{rollback} (explained
in section 4.3). We employ an incremental algorithm which avoids redundant constraint evaluations over unchanged parts of the memory graph.

4.2 Fault Location Algorithm

Our location algorithm is based on the observation that there are two kinds of inconsistencies in the memory graph (MG): a temporary kind of inconsistencies that are removed prior to reaching C-points, and an error kind of inconsistencies, which are present at C-points and are caused by faulty statements. The algorithm identifies the statements responsible for the error kind of inconsistencies. We first define the key concepts and then present the algorithm.

**Definition 1.** An inconsistency $e$ at execution point $i$ is a tuple $(c_j, G_i)$ where $c_j$ is a constraint that is violated when evaluated over $G_i$, a subgraph of the memory graph at execution point $i$.

**Example 6.** Consider $(c_3, G_4)$ at execution point 4 in Figure 4.3 where $c_3$ is

$$qdtree X; qdtree Y;$$

$$X \rightarrow Y \Rightarrow X.OUTDEGREE == 4;$$

and $G_4$ is $\{n1 \rightarrow n3\}$. Then $(c_3, G_4)$ is an inconsistency at execution point 4 because $c_3$ is violated when $X = n1$ and $Y = n3$.

Note that there can be multiple inconsistencies corresponding to the same constraint violation as the constraint check can fail over multiple sub-graphs.
Consider the execution of operation $O$ such that $beforeO$ and $afterO$ denote the execution points just before and after execution of $O$. Next we provide the conditions under which inconsistencies at $beforeO$ and $afterO$ are related (denoted by ‘≀’) to each other and the conditions under which $O$ is considered to be a potentially faulty operation.

**Definition 2.** An inconsistency $\langle c_j, G_b \rangle$ at execution point $beforeO$ is said to be related to (denoted by ‘≀’) an inconsistency $\langle c_k, G_a \rangle$ at execution point $afterO$ iff the operation $O$ has modified the arguments to the constraint check of $c_j$ over $G_a$ as well as the arguments to check $c_k$ over $G_b$.

**Example 7.** In Figure 4.3, the inconsistency $e_1 = \langle c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n8\} \rangle$ at program point 2 (after) is related to $e_2 = \langle c_3, \{n5 \rightarrow n6\} \rangle$ at program point 1 (before) because the operation of setting of edge for $n5$ to $n8$ modifies $n5.OUTDEGREE$ which is an argument to check $c_3$ over the subgraph for both $e_1$ and $e_2$. In other words, $e_1 \wr e_2$ is TRUE.

**Definition 3.** Operation $O$ is said to have contributed to (denoted by ‘⇝’) an inconsistency $\langle c_j, G_a \rangle$ present at program point $afterO$ if the arguments to the constraint check of $c_j$ over subgraph $G_a$ at program point $beforeO$ are not equal to the arguments to the constraint check of $c_j$ over subgraph $G_a$ at program point $afterO$.

**Example 8.** The operation $n1 \rightarrow\text{child}[0] = \text{NULL}$ (statement 10) in Figure 4.3, contributes to the inconsistency $e = \langle c_3, \{n1 \rightarrow n3\} \rangle$ present in row 3 because it has modified $n1.OUTDEGREE$ which is an argument to check $c_3$.

Our fault location algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. It begins by initializing the set of pending inconsistencies with inconsistencies at $C\text{-point}$(line 4). The system rolls
Algorithm 3 Fault Location

1: $P$: Set of pending inconsistencies;
2: $S_i$ denotes inconsistencies in $MG_i$ at execution point $i$;
3: $O_i$: Operation on $MG$ performed at execution point $i$;
4: $Check\_Constraints(MG, C)$: checks constraints in $C$ for $MG$ and returns the set of inconsistencies found;
5: $Roll\_Back(MG_{i+1})$: rolls back $MG_{i+1}$ by one operation.
6: INPUT: Memory Graph $MG_c$ at execution point $c$ for a C-point and constraint specification $C \langle c_1, ... c_n \rangle$.
7: function $Fault\_Location()$
8: $i \leftarrow c$; $P = Check\_Constraints(MG_c, C)$
9: repeat
10: $i \leftarrow i - 1$
11: $MG_i = Roll\_Back(MG_{i+1})$
12: $S_i = Check\_Constraints(MG_i, C)$
13: for each $e \in P$ do
14: \hspace{1em} if $e \Rightarrow O_i == true$ then
15: \hspace{2em} Output($statement(O_i)$)
16: \hspace{2em} for each $e' \in S_i$ do
17: \hspace{3em} if $(e \land e')& (e! = e')$ then
18: \hspace{4em} $P = P \cup \{e'\}$
19: \hspace{3em} end if
20: \hspace{2em} end for
21: \hspace{1em} if !$ (e \in S_i)$ then
22: \hspace{2em} $P = P - \{e\}$
23: \hspace{1em} end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: until $P! = \{\phi\}$
27: end function

back memory graph one operation at a time (line 7) and checks if the rolled back operation has contributed to any of the pending inconsistencies (line 10). The statement corresponding to the contributing operation is output as faulty (line 11). Inconsistencies in the new memory graph which are related to the pending inconsistencies are added to the pending set (line 14). Any pending inconsistencies no longer present in the memory graph are removed from the pending set (line 18). When the set of pending inconsistencies reduces to $\emptyset$, the algorithm stops. Note that our algorithm only considers operations contributing to incon-
sistencies as faulty, rather than marking every statement that modifies the inconsistency subgraph as faulty; this helps increase precision.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the fault localization algorithm for the fault in Figure 4.1. The set of pending inconsistencies $P$ is initialized with inconsistencies at execution point 4 (C-point) ($P = \{e_1, e_2, e_3\}$). The operation $O_3: n5 \rightarrow \text{child}[3] = n9$ is not faulty because it does not contribute to any of the inconsistencies in $P$, i.e., it does not modify arguments to any of the inconsistencies present in $P$. The next operation $O_2: n1 \rightarrow \text{child}[0] = \text{NULL}$ contributes to inconsistencies $\{e_1, e_2, e_3\}$ in $P$ and hence is a faulty statement. Thus, $O_2$ is added to the $FS$ set. None of the inconsistencies in $S_2$ are related to those in $P$; hence no new inconsistencies are added to $P$. The inconsistencies $\{e_1, e_2, e_3\}$ are removed from $P$ causing it to become empty and the search for faulty statements terminates. In other words, $O_2$ is identified as faulty.

4.2.1 Identifying Corrupted Data Structures

Matching a constraint with the entire program memory graph will lead to false positives due to violations of a data structure constraint when it is evaluated for other unrelated data structures. To avoid this problem we track the identity of the data structure associated with each memory graph node during program execution. Using the data structure identity, we only evaluate constraints relevant to the memory graph node involved avoiding false positives. Furthermore, knowing the identity of the corrupted data structure helps us during trace back for faults as we limit our search only to the corrupted data structure instead of the whole program memory graph.
4.3 Optimizations

4.3.1 Incremental Constraint Checking

Constraint checking is a critical operation, and containing the cost of checks on large data structures allows our approach to scale well. We reduce the cost of checking via the use of incremental on-demand checks: we keep a mapping between constraint atoms and dependent nodes (nodes involved in the constraint); when the memory graph is modified, we map modified nodes to affected constraint atoms and invalidate those atoms.

4.3.2 Efficient Traceback

When tracing back for faults, performing rollback and constraint checking in a naïve way would significantly affect scalability due to the high cost of constraint checking. We use two techniques to make trace back efficient. First, knowing which data structure is corrupted, we limit our constraint matching (during trace back) to the data structure in question. Second, we use modification prediction to check if a rolled back operation can contribute to the inconsistencies present in the pending inconsistency list. We perform the rollback and consistency check on the memory graph only when the prediction for the operation returns true. Modification prediction is based on spatial locality. We can predict that an operation $O$ operating on a sub-graph $G_o$ will not affect an inconsistency $\langle c, G \rangle$, based on the properties of constraint $c$ and the relationship between sub-graphs $G_o$ and $G$. For example, an operation $O$ of creating edge $n_1 \rightarrow n_2$ will not affect inconsistency $\langle c, n_3 \rangle$, where constraint $c$ checks the value of a node field. We create a list of nodes (dependency list) for each inconsistency $\langle c, G \rangle \in P$ (set $P$ in the algorithm 3) based on constraint $c$.
Modifications to a node present in the dependency list can affect the inconsistency. A check is performed if any of the inconsistent nodes for the pending inconsistency list (set $P$) is modified by the operation or is dependent on any of the nodes (i.e., in its dependency list) modified by operation $O$. Algorithm 3 is modified to directly roll back before an operation only when the modification prediction returns true for the operation.

### 4.4 Evaluating Fault Location

Next we evaluate the precision and cost of our fault location technique. Our implementation consists of a binary instrumenter, constraint matcher generator, memory graph constructor and a fault locator. The binary instrumentation is based on Pin-2.6 [72] – only allocation calls and memory writes are instrumented. To reduce the size of the execution trace, at runtime, Pin keeps track of allocated heap addresses and outputs only the instructions which write allocated heap addresses. The execution trace contains the timestamp information, and the statement identifier for each allocation and memory writes. We have used the source code location of memory allocation as a unique identifier of the data structure type for each memory graph node as each allocation site belongs to a unique data structure. The execution trace drives the construction of the memory graph. The constraint matcher generator produces the constraint matcher based on the input constraint specifications. If an error is detected during constraint matching, the fault locator searches for the root cause and outputs a list of candidate faulty statements. Measurements were performed on an Intel Core 2 6700 @ 2.66GHz with 4 GB RAM, running Linux kernel version 2.6.32. All benchmarks were written in C.
Table 4.1: Precision of fault location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data structure</th>
<th>Lines of code</th>
<th>Statements examined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular linked list</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordered list</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubly-linked list</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad tree</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL tree</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B tree</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Black tree</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leftist heap</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipartite graph</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1 Precision of Fault Location

The strength of our technique lies in its ability to carry out highly precise fault location using a single test case during which constraints are violated – note that program execution may or may not lead to a program crash. Table 4.2 presents the results of our fault location technique for implementations of several data structures whose program sizes are given in the second column. In each case, the data structure was first initialized to a base size of 1,000 nodes. Next, 500 operations (inserts and deletes) were performed on the data structure along with random injection of 10 faults. In each case, the injected fault leads to violation of the data structure constraint. The program crash point was used as C-point in cases where program crashed. The end of execution was used as C-point in cases where program terminated normally with wrong output. Column 3 shows the number of faulty statements our technique detected. The numbers of faulty statements range from 1 to 10 while program sizes range from 160 to 405 lines of code. This indicates that our technique narrows down the fault to a very small code region. In all cases the fault was captured by the identified faulty statements.
We also computed the dynamic slice of the faulty statement instances. The fourth column shows the number of distinct program statements in the largest dynamic slice among faulty instances’ slices. These numbers show that without the knowledge of data structure constraints, the set of potentially faulty statements identified can be quite large (≥ 20 for 6 programs). The fifth column reports the number of statements that must be examined to find the faulty statement using the ranking produced by Tarantula [53]. Tarantula is a statistical technique that uses information from multiple runs on different inputs – we used 1 failing run and 9 successful runs in this experiment. The results show that our approach requires fewer statements to be examined although it is based upon a single run as opposed to Tarantula that used 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data structure</th>
<th>Program execution time (ms)</th>
<th>Const. Match. time (ms)</th>
<th>Fault Loc. time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Null Pin</td>
<td>Instrume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circular linked list</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordered list</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubly-linked list</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad tree</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL tree</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B tree</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Black tree</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leftist heap</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipartite graph</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4.2 Overhead of Fault Location

In Table 4.2, columns 6–10 show the overhead in terms of time and space for using our fault location implementation. The 6th column shows the execution time of the buggy program. The 7th and 8th columns show the execution times when the benchmarks...
run under Pin without instrumentation ("Null Pin" column) and with instrumentation ("Instrumented" column). Although instrumentation overhead is significant, it is acceptable for debugging purposes. The 9th column shows that the time to perform constraint matching (after error detection) is typically a second or less. The 10th column shows the time for fault location — this is very efficient, 0.2–73 seconds in our tests.

### 4.5 Experience with Real Programs

For each application we defined consistency constraints for the main data structures. Next, we used fault injection to simulate common programming errors that lead to data structure corruption. Then, using our technique, we identified the buggy statements in the program. Table 4.4 shows our findings. The execution times are for the buggy version of the programs. Column 4 gives the number of faulty statements our technique found. Our fault location technique captured the faulty statement precisely (less than 5 statements) in all cases. In all applications, the program crash point was used as the single, automatically-inserted C-point, hence programmer effort was limited to specifying constraints and indicating allocation sites for the data structures.

Table 4.3: Experience with real world programs.\(^1\)(Precision)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Lines of code</th>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Statements Examined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>3.5K</td>
<td>Linked List</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.gcc</td>
<td>365K</td>
<td>Splay Tree</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464.h264ref</td>
<td>32K</td>
<td>Multidimen. Array</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bison</td>
<td>17K</td>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)First row in Table 4.2 and Table 4.4 is column numbering.
Table 4.4: Experience with real world programs.\(^1\) (Time overhead)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Program execution time (sec)</th>
<th>Const. Match. time (sec)</th>
<th>Fault Loc. time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Null Pin</td>
<td>Instrume.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ls</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>403.gcc</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>10.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>464.h264ref</td>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>38.17</td>
<td>2703.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bison</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ls. GNU ls [4] lists information about files including directories. The program source code consists of 4,000 lines of C code. It uses a linked list internally to store information about the remaining directories when run in recursive mode. We inserted a bug in the code where the next pointer’s value is a non-NULL non-heap address. Due to this bug the program crashes. The violated constraint here is that the next pointer needs to be either a heap address or NULL. As input, we used the GNU coreutils-8.0 source code directory. Our technique traced this fault to 4 statements.

403.gcc. A benchmark program from SPEC CINT 2006 benchmark suite [10], 403.gcc is based on Gcc version 3.2 set to generate code for an AMD Opteron processor. The program uses splay trees, a form of binary search trees optimized to access to recently-accessed elements (splaying is the process of rotating the tree to put a key to the tree root).

To inject a bug, we replaced the right rotate function of the tree by left rotate function. We used the SPEC training input for this experiment, which leads to program crash. The violated constraint here is the binary search tree invariant: \( \text{Key}(\text{root}) > \text{Key}(\text{left child}) \) and \( \text{Key}(\text{root}) < \text{Key}(\text{right child}) \). Our method traced the fault to 1 statement.
This benchmark program from the SPEC CINT 2006 benchmark suite [10] is a reference implementation of Advanced Video Coding, a video compression standard. The benchmark uses a pointer-based implementation of a multidimensional array, with each dimension being a level of a full and complete tree.

To inject a bug we set an internal pointer to NULL which caused a crash. The SPEC test input was used in this experiment. The violated constraint here, based on the OUTDEGREE attribute, is that the tree is full and complete. Our fault location method traced the fault to 1 statement.

**GNU Bison.** Bison(3.0.4) [1] is a general-purpose parser generator that converts an annotated context-free grammar into a parser. The application uses a graph to store the symbol table where each node is a token or a grammar non-terminal and the node attributes are assigned accordingly.

Our bug injection simulates a programming error where wrong attributes are assigned to nodes, leading to a crash. We used the C language grammar file as input. The violated constraint here is the correctness of the node attributes. Our method traced back the fault to 3 faulty statements.

### 4.6 Scalability of the Technique

There are two sources of time overhead incurred by our technique: collecting the execution trace and trace back. We now explain why both these slowdowns are unavoidable and we believe the overhead is acceptable. First, dynamic analysis (collecting the execution
trace) is inherently slow. Table 4.2 column 7 and Table 4.4 column 6 list the cost of running application under Pin without any instrumentation which itself is a significant slowdown. We only instrument allocation/deallocation calls and references to allocated regions (section 4.4, paragraph 1). This limits instrumentation cost while still capturing data structure faults.

Second, the alternative to automatically search the program execution trace is manually narrowing down the fault by running the application multiple times. We have introduced a number of optimizations to speed up the trace back as explained in section 4.3.

Programmers can use our tool for debugging larger programs by capturing the execution trace for just the relevant sections of program execution hence limiting the search space. As shown in the evaluation, our tool can handle large enough search spaces for practical debugging purposes.

Our technique is easily applicable to parallel programs, as that would only require modifications to the Pin-based tracing mechanism. While tracing a multi-threaded program can potentially increase the overhead, this problem can be abated using selective record and replay, e.g., PinPlay [83].

4.7 Summary

The chapter has presented our fault location framework. The framework provides the user with precise and efficient fault location for bugs violating data structure consistency constraints. We have showed optimizations of incremental constraint matching, identifying corrupted data structure and modification prediction. These optimization make the process
of fault location more efficient. We have compared the precision of our fault location framework with that of dynamic slicing and tarantula. We have explored the time overhead for fault location and found it to be with in practical limits.
Chapter 5

Efficient Backward Slicing

The fault location approach presented in Chapter 4 tracks the data structure fault back to the faulty data structure mutation. The actual source of the fault in the program may have been an earlier data structure unrelated statement whose execution eventually led to the faulty data structure mutation. We propose the use of dynamic backward slicing for finding this fault statement starting from the faulty data structure mutation.

Dynamic program slicing, introduced by Korel and Laski [59], is widely used for debugging purposes. Other applications of dynamic slicing include software testing and software maintenance. The dynamic backward slice of a computed value is defined to include the executed statements that played a role in the computation of the value. It is computed by taking the transitive closure over data and control dependences starting from the computed value and going backwards over the execution trace. In our technique, the resulting faulty statements from the previous step, i.e., “locate the faulty mutation”, forms the slicing criterion.
The problem with dynamic slicing is its high time overhead. This chapter presents an improved dynamic backward slicing algorithm to address this problem. The improved version compares favorably with the performance of the state of the art dynamic backward slicing presented as a part of DrDebug [114] debugging framework.

5.1 Background and Overview

A dynamic backward slice is the set of statements that did affect a computed value of a variable at a program point for one specific execution. Given a program execution, the dynamic slice of a variable \( v \) at the execution point \( i_j \), is the set of statements that contributed to the value of at that point. An execution point \( i_j \) is defined by the execution instance \( j \) of a statement \( i \). The tuple \( <v, i_j> \) is known as the slicing criterion.

5.1.1 Computing the Backward Dynamic Slice

Computing the dynamic backward slice involves two steps. First, the program is executed to collect the execution trace. The execution trace contains the complete information about control flow and data flow and has an entry for each executed instruction. In case of multithreaded programs, additional preprocessing is required to create a single global trace which combines the information about all the executed threads. In the second step, a backwards traversal of the trace is performed to recover dependences which should be included in the slice. The traversal starts by initializing a dependency list where each entry in the list is a memory reference (address & size, or register). The dependency list is initialized with the variable in the slicing criterion. The information of each instruction
in the trace processed in the backward order. The processing of each instruction involved
deciding if the instruction is the part of the slice and updating the dependency list. Algo-
rithm 4 gives the processing performed for each instruction. The dependency list is matched
against the memory addresses (or registers) defined by the instruction. If any of the memory
regions present in the dependency list are defined by the instruction then the instruction is
added to the slice. The dependency list is updated according to the def-use information of
the instruction. A similar dependency list is maintained for detecting control dependencies.
Each entry in the control dependency list is a global instruction id. The check is performed
if any instruction present in the control dependency list if control dependent on the current
instruction.

Algorithm 4 Backward Traversal of Execution Trace

1: Def[i]: Memory reference and registers defined in instruction i
2: Use[i]: Memory reference and registers used in instruction i
3: MemDepList: Memory Dependency List
4: ControlDepList: Control Dependency List
5:
6: function Process(instruction i)
7: for each definition d in Def[i] do
8: if d \cap MemDepList \neq \phi then
9: MemDepList = MemDepList \cap Def[i]
10: MemDepList = MemDepList \cup Use[i]
11: ControlDepList = ControlDepList \cup i
12: Slice = Slice \cup i
13: Break
14: end if
15: end for
16: end function

We illustrate the process of computing dynamic backward slice using an example
given in Figure 5.1. The code snippet is shown in Figure 5.1(a). The statement 8 sets
field n of node to NULL introducing a fault in the program data structure. Figure 5.1(b)
shows the def-use information trace for the execution. For example, statement 4 defined $y$ by using $z$ (defined at 3) and using $b$ (defined in 2). We compute the backward slice by doing a backward traversal over the execution to determine which executed statements have to included in the slice. The slice for $x$ at 8 is shown in Figure 5.1(c). All the executed statements which effected the value of $x$ at 8 are part of the slice.

5.2 Complexity Analysis for Slicing

The backward traversal of the trace is the most significant part of backward slicing in terms of time cost. We are concentrating here on the complexity of the backward traversal of the trace. Figure 5.2 gives the complexity analysis for the backward traversal of execution trace. The cost of processing each instruction is matching each memory reference defined in the instruction with the elements in the dependency list (line 1). The cost of the complete backward traversal is the sum of the cost of processing individual instructions. In the worst case, the size of the dependency list can get incremented for every precessed instruction,
i.e., a \( x = x + y \) type of instruction will increment the size of dependency list. In such a case, the cost of complete traversal will be linear summation over \( i \) where \( i \) varies from 1 to \( n \) (\( n \) is the total number of instructions in the trace). This makes the worst case complexity \( O(n^2) \). The complexity of traversal can be improved by maintaining a sorted dependency list and performing binary search. The modified complexity of traversal will be \( O(n \log n) \).

1. Cost of processing 1 instruction = no. of memory references in instruction * length of dependency list
   
2. Cost of processing \( n \) instruction = \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{cost of processing single instruction } i) \)
   
   = \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} (M \times \text{length of dependency list for } i) \)
   
   (\( M \) is a constant denoting average number of memory references defined per instruction)

   In worst case, each instruction can add an entry to dependency list

3. Cost of processing \( n \) instruction = \( M \times \sum_{i=1}^{n} i \)
   
   = \( M \times n(n + 1)/2 \)
   
   = \( O(n^2) \)

Figure 5.2: Complexity analysis for backward traversal.

5.3 Improved Slicing Algorithm

In this section we introduce an improved backward traversal which reduces the average case complexity. We observed that during the backward traversal most of the instructions we encounter are not a part of the slice. Based on this observation we designed a new stage in the backward traversal where we perform a lightweight check to determine if an instruction is part of the slice. If the instruction passes the test then we perform the heavyweight check against the complete dependency list for the instruction.
The lightweight filtering stage is based on using the minimum information required for determining if an instruction is part of the slice. In case of data dependency, the filter is a binary search tree with memory references as node. We also coalesce contiguous memory ranges which reduces the number of elements in the filter. Figure 5.3 shows an example source code. If we start with the slicing criterion of $z@4$, by the time the backward traversal reaches line 1, the length of dependency list will increase to a million elements while the number of elements in the filter will remain 1.

```
1 x = u;
2 for (i = 0; i <= 1000000; i++)
3     y = y + a[i];
4 z = y;
```

Figure 5.3: Example code for comparison of dependency list size and filter size.

In case of control dependency, the filter is a hash table with instruction ids as elements. The cost of determining if an instruction is a part of the slice due to control dependency comes out to be constant.

Algorithm 5 gives the modified algorithm for the backward traversal of the execution trace. The filter and the dependency lists are initialized with the variable in the slicing criterion. For each instruction, the filter test is performed. The filtering out of instruction which are not a part of the slice reduces the cost of slicing.

## 5.4 Evaluation

We compared the updated backward slicing algorithm to that presented in DrDebug [114]. DrDebug presents the state of the art implementation for computing dynamic
Algorithm 5 Updated Backward Traversal

1: Slicing Criterion: \( v@j \)
2: \( MemFilter = \{v\} \)
3: \( ControlFilter = \{j\} \)
4:
5: function FILTER(instruction \( i \))
6:     for each definition \( d \) in \( Def[i] \) do
7:         if \( d \cap MemFilter \neq \emptyset \) then
8:             PROCESS\( (i) \)
9:             Update the filters
10:        Goto: END
11:     end if
12:    end for
13:    if \( i \cap ControlFilter \neq \emptyset \) then
14:        PROCESS\( (i) \)
15:        Update the filters
16:    end if
17:    END
18: end function

backward slice. Both algorithms were implemented as a part of same framework. For evaluation we use 7 PARSEC [19] benchmarks version 2.1 run of the native input. The goal of the evaluation is to compare the performance of the two algorithm under different workloads. The evaluations were done on a pool of machines with 16 Intel Xeon (“Sandy Bridge E”) processors (hyper-threading OFF) and 128GB of physical memory running SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10.

Table 5.1 compares the two slicing algorithms for a trace formed by regions of length 1 million instructions in the main thread. The total instructions in the trace (column 2) from all threads were 3–4 times more than the length in the main thread. The last 5 memory reads have been used as the slicing criterion for the evaluation. Column 3 presents the slicing criterion number in reverse order i.e., criterion no. 1 is the last memory read in the trace. Column 4 shows the time taken (in seconds) by backward slicing algorithm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Instruction Count</th>
<th>Criterion #</th>
<th>Slicing Time(seconds)</th>
<th>Speed-up (4/5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DrDebug</td>
<td>Improved Slicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>4117570</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>4439187</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3888.5</td>
<td>128.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3550.6</td>
<td>564.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2412.7</td>
<td>184.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4924.7</td>
<td>135.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4459.5</td>
<td>122.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>4296790</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>459.5</td>
<td>772.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>480.2</td>
<td>637.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>416.0</td>
<td>753.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>488.1</td>
<td>694.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>462.1</td>
<td>777.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>4850013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1023.6</td>
<td>255.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1542.0</td>
<td>291.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vips</td>
<td>999998</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>109.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>106.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>109.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>26756781</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1429.5</td>
<td>1966.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>132.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>120.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>256.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49168.5</td>
<td>12710.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>3917850</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>41.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of slicing time for 1 million instruction per thread program runs, PARSEC benchmarks.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Instruction Count</th>
<th>Criterion #</th>
<th>Slicing Time(seconds) DrDebug</th>
<th>Improved Slicing</th>
<th>Speed-up (4/5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blackscholes</td>
<td>42688922</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13940.0</td>
<td>3069.3</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2365.3</td>
<td>1135.6</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2196.2</td>
<td>1319.6</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2494.7</td>
<td>1389.3</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2441.1</td>
<td>1394.6</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodytrack</td>
<td>41400603</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>228979.8</td>
<td>54432.3</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51883.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65629.1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>48718.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>32613170</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6886.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12747.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6776.6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8207.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>7009.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>40719219</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>101.7</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vips</td>
<td>10000791</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5827.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2273.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5712.2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2259.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6068.4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dedup</td>
<td>172615758</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5250.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>40148501</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>123.6</td>
<td>192.2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8090.0</td>
<td>4074.7</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8821.2</td>
<td>4037.4</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8725.9</td>
<td>3742.7</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8463.4</td>
<td>4424.9</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Comparison of slicing time for **10 million instruction per thread** program runs, PARSEC benchmarks.
present in DrDebug while column 5 shows the time taken by the improved slicing algorithm. The last column shows the relative speedup.

The results show that the new algorithm performs significantly better in case of longer running timings. The unoptimized algorithm performs better in case of shorter slicing timings. The explanation for this observation is that the cost of maintaining and updating the filter more than offsets the performance gains of using the filter in case of shorter runs. The improved algorithm consistently performs better for longer runs. This argument is further supported by the results in Table 5.2.

Table 5.1 compares the two slicing algorithms for a trace formed by regions of length 1 million instructions in the main thread. The blank cells represent that the corresponding algorithm was unable to complete slicing due to time or memory overrun. The results clearly show that the improved algorithm is able to handle longer traces. The improved slicing algorithm gives a speed up of 1.5x to 4.5x for 10M instruction runs.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has presented an improved backward slicing algorithm which optimizes the backward execution trace traversal for better performance. The algorithm is based on the idea of adding a relatively low-cost filtering stage to backward traversal. The low cost filtering stage discards the instructions which are not a part of slicing without performing the actual slicing on the instructions. We have evaluated our technique on 7 PARSEC [19] benchmarks and found that the algorithm significantly outperforms the unoptimized version for longer program runs.
Chapter 6

Linearizability Verification of Concurrent Data Structures

Linearizability [50] is the standard form of correctness for concurrent data structure implementations. Linearizability means that the effect of each operation on the concurrent data structure is atomic. A more technical definition of linearizability states that each concurrent execution must be equivalent to some sequential execution of operations of the abstract data structure while preserving the order of non-overlapping operation.

This chapter presents a technique for linearizability verification that consists of (1) a specification language that allows concurrent data operations to be specified simply as sequences of sub-operations where each sub-operation may or may not carry a precondition, and (2) a static checker that, given the relationship between the sub-operations, determines if the implementation is linearizable. The user specifies the operations of concurrent data structure implementation as a sequence of atomic sub-operations in our specification language. Our static checker returns true if the implementation is linearizable.
6.1 System Model and Linearizability

A concurrent data structure implementation consists of a shared state (defined by shared variables) and methods which operate on the shared state. An execution consists of a variable number of threads, each executing one of the defined methods. An operation is a successful execution of a method. The concept of operations is native to linearizability of concurrent implementations. Most of the prior work on concurrent data structures with fixed linearization points establish the linearizability of the data structure by locating the linearization point of the operations present in the implementation. For example, Michael and Scott [77] have proven their queue’s linearizability by locating the linearization points of enqueue, dequeue_empty, and dequeue_non_empty operations. Hendler et al. [49] have also used the operations’ linearization points for proving linearizability.

Operations are sequential compositions of atomic sub-operations. Each sub-operation (atomic) α has the form < g > t, where g is a pre-condition to the sub-operation. A sub-operation can execute only at a state which satisfies g, while t is the set of reads and writes which get executed when α gets executed. Sub-operations can be global or local. A global sub-operation involves reading or writing shared variables (or references). Local sub-operations are used just for the sake of completeness and do not play any role in proving linearizability. Section 6.3 introduces a detailed language along with examples to help users express concurrent data structures implementations as a sequence of sub-operations.
6.1.1 Execution Model

We assume a sequentially consistent memory model. The program state $s$ is the current valuation of the variables (both shared and local) present. The program state changes with execution of sub-operations belonging to operation instances. Each operation instance is a unique invocation of one of the operations defined in the specification. Each operation instance has a unique operation instance id from the set $O_{id}$. We represent sub-operation $\alpha(<g > t)$ being executed as a part of operation instance $v$ as $\alpha[v]$; $g[v]$ and $t[v]$ represent the corresponding pre-condition and sub-operation body. Note that we do not use thread id instead of operation instance id because more complicated data structures ([49,77]) can have an operation execution distributed among multiple threads. The atomicity and error conditions are given in Figure 6.1. We use the notation $(s_1, H_1, \alpha) \rightarrow (s_2, H_2)$ to indicate that sub-operation $\alpha$ executed at program state $s_1$ takes the program state to $s_2$ while the execution history changes from $H_1$ to $H_2$. The definition ATOMIC states that if the current program state $s_1$ satisfies the sub-operation pre-condition $g[v]$, $(v \in O_{id})$, represented by $s_1 \models g[v]$, the program state is modified with transition $t[v]$. The execution history $H_1$ gets appended with sub-operation $\alpha[v]$. The ERROR definition states that the sub-operation $\alpha$ cannot successfully execute at a program state where the corresponding pre-condition is not satisfied.

\[
\frac{(s_1, H_1, \alpha) \rightarrow (s_2, H_2)}{s_1 \models g[v]} \quad \frac{(s_1, t[v]) \rightarrow s_2}{\text{ATOMIC \quad } (s_1, H, \alpha[v]) \rightarrow (s_2, H, \alpha[v])} \quad \frac{s_1 \models \neg g[v]}{\text{ERROR \quad } (s_1, H, \alpha[v]) \rightarrow (\text{error, } H)}
\]

Figure 6.1: Atomicity and error definitions.
6.1.2 Histories

**Definition 1.** A *history* $H$ is a finite sequence of sub-operations where the sub-operations corresponding to the same operation instance follow the program order.

A history $H$ is *sequential* if the sub-operations from the same operation instance occur together. A sequential history is *legal* if it follows the abstract data structure behavior. A history $H$ in which the preconditions for all the sub-operation instances present in the history are satisfied is *valid* with respect to the implementation (naturally, we call “invalid” a history that is not valid). The following Venn diagram shows the relationship between valid, invalid and sequential histories.

![Venn diagram](image)

Two valid execution histories are *equivalent* if they contain the same sub-operation instances and the program state visible to a sub-operation instance is the same in both the histories.

6.1.3 Linearizability

Linearizability requires every execution history to be equivalent to some legal sequential history that preserves the order of non-overlapping operations in the original history.
Many techniques are available for checking the correctness of a sequential implementation with respect to the abstract data structure (e.g., [89]). Taking advantage of this we make the following safe assumption in our technique:

**Assumption 1.** Every valid sequential history with respect to the implementation is a legal sequential history.

In other words, we assume that all sequential executions of the implementation are correct. With this assumption, our linearizability definition is:

**Definition 2.** An implementation is *linearizable* if for any valid history there exists some equivalent valid sequential history such that the order of non-overlapping operations in the two histories is the same.

### 6.2 Overview and Example

We illustrate our technique on the MS non-blocking queue [77]: a singly linked list-based queue with three operations, `initialize`, `enqueue`, and `dequeue` (Figure 6.2). Each queue node has `next` and `value` fields. `Enqueue` first allocates a new node then reads the `tail` pointer and sets the `next` pointer of the end node to point to the newly allocated node; the final step in the process is to set the `tail` pointer to the new node. Any thread operating on the list can set the trailing `tail` pointer. `Dequeue` reads `head` and `tail` pointers then checks if both point to the same node. If `head` and `tail` point to the same node, i.e., the queue is empty, `dequeue` returns false; otherwise, `dequeue` reads the head node’s value and updates the head pointer.
typedef struct Node_t * Node
struct Node_t {
int value;
Node next;
};
struct Queue {
Node Head, Tail;
};

function initialize(Q: pointer to queue)
node = new_node()
node→next = NULL
Q→Head = Q→Tail = node
end function

function enqueue(Q:pointer to queue, value:int)
node = new_node();
node→value = value;
node→next = NULL;
loop
tail = Q→Tail;
next = tail→next;
if tail == Q→Tail then
  if next == NULL then
    if CAS(&tail→next, next, node) then
      break;
    end if
  else
    CAS(&Q→Tail, tail, next);
  end if
end loop
CAS(&Q→Tail, tail, node);
end function

function dequeue(Q:pointer to queue, pvalue:int)
loop
head = Q→Head;
tail = Q→Tail;
next = head→next;
if head == Q→Head then
  if head == tail then
    if next == NULL then
      return FALSE;
    end if
  else
    pvalue = next→value;
    if CAS(&Q→Head, head, next) then
      break;
    end if
  end if
end if
end loop
free(head)
return TRUE;
end function

Figure 6.2: Michael and Scott non-blocking concurrent queue [77].
6.2.1 Specifying Concurrent Operations

The user specifies the concurrent data structure’s operations as a sequence of atomic sub-operations. Let us consider the enqueue method; the loop in the method leads to an unbounded number of execution paths. We leverage the notion of pure loops ([43,112]) to transform the loop to its last iteration. Figure 6.3 column 1 shows one of the possible loop free execution paths of the enqueue method. Figure 6.3 column 2 shows CAS (Compare and Swap) replaced with corresponding sub-operation $<g>t$ format. The next var in line 5 and 6 is a local variable i.e., cannot be modified by other threads. Replacing the value of next with NULL gives us column 3. The only possible modification to $Q\rightarrow$tail in the program is setting the next node in the list. The value of $Q\rightarrow$tail does not change between 4 and 6 because that would violate the pre-condition $tail\rightarrow$next == NULL. Adding this pre-condition to the sub-operation gives us column 4. Previous works on atomicity verification ([42, 43, 46, 63, 112]) have detailed discussion about program transformations required to express operations as sequences of atomic sub-operations.

Figure 6.3: Expressing an operation as a sequence of atomic sub-operations.
Figure 6.4: MS non-blocking queue [77] specification.

Figure 6.4 contains the MS queue specification in our language. The user specifies data structures by declaring their type name along with the fields. For example, line T1 declares a type node which has two fields and line G1 declares a shared variable Q of type queue. There are two different dequeue specifications, Dequeue_nonempty and Dequeue_empty, which correspond to the sequence of sub-operations for dequeue on a non-empty queue and an empty queue, respectively. Figure 6.5 shows the global sub-operations that involve shared variables, i.e., the global sub-operations of MS queue.

6.2.2 Pairwise Ordering and Reversibility

An ordered pair of sub-operations cannot be part of a valid history if the execution of the first sub-operation destroys the precondition for the second one. For example, sub-operation d in Figure 6.4 line E6 cannot be followed by another instance of d because the
Global sub-ops for Enqueue and Dequeue

\[ Enqueue() \]
1 \(< Q.tail == Z; Z.next == NULL;> Z.next = X; \ldots \]
\(< Q.tail == Z;> Q.tail = X; \ldots \]

\[ Dequeue\_nonempty() \]
1 \(< Q.head == X; Q.tail \neq X; X.next \neq NULL;> Q.head = X.next \ldots \]

\[ Dequeue\_empty() \]
1 \(< Q.head == X; Q.tail == X; X.next == NULL;> \ldots \]

Pair-wise ordering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-Boundary Cases</th>
<th>Pair-wise reversibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d &amp;&amp; f \enspace {if(Q.head \neq Q.tail)}</td>
<td>d &amp;&amp; f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e &amp;&amp; d \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>d &amp;&amp; f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e &amp;&amp; f \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>d &amp;&amp; f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e &amp;&amp; f \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>f &amp;&amp; e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &amp;&amp; e \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>f &amp;&amp; e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f &amp;&amp; e \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>f &amp;&amp; e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &amp;&amp; h \enspace {Boundary case}</td>
<td>f &amp;&amp; e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.5: Proving the MS queue linearizable.

First instance sets the tail→next pointer to a non-null value, invalidating the precondition for the second instance. Figure 6.5 shows all the pairs of sub-operations and their feasibility. In our approach, \(a \&\& b\) means sub-operation \(a\) does not destroy the precondition for \(b\). The sub-operation execution order in a feasible (pair-wise orderable) pair can be changed if changing the order will not affect the value of shared or local variables. We call this **reversibility**, denoted as \(a \ominus b\). The properties are explained in detail in Section 6.4.

A boundary case refers to a pair of sub-operations that includes the last sub-operation of an operation followed by the first sub-operation of an operation. Pair-wise orderable non-boundary pairs lead to interleaving operations. Boundary pairs are always defined as non-reversible. Pairwise reversibility for non-boundary sub-operation pairs for MS queue is also defined in Figure 6.5.
6.2.3 Trace Transformation

An execution history formed by moving sub-operations using the reversibility property is equivalent to the original history. A valid concurrent history can be mapped to a valid sequential history using this trace transformation. The order of non-overlapping operations always remains the same during this process because the boundary pairs are defined to be non-reversible. For example, consider a valid history for the MS queue:

\[
..., d_1, f_2, f_3, e_1, ... \equiv ..., d_1, f_2, e_1, f_3, e_1, f_3, ... (\text{using } f_3, e_1 \equiv e_1, f_3)
\]

\[
\equiv ..., d_1, e_1, f_2, f_3, ... (\text{using } f_2, e_1 \equiv e_1, f_2)
\]

For a linearizable implementation, every valid concurrent history can be mapped to an equivalent valid sequential history using trace transformation. Our linearizability checker in Algorithm 6 answers the question: “Given an ordering and reversibility specification, can all the valid histories (for unbounded number of concurrent operation instances) be mapped to an equivalent sequential history using trace transformation?”

6.3 Specification Language

We have designed a language to assist the user in expressing concurrent data structure operations in terms of sub-operations. Note that the language is not central to our technique — our technique will work as long as concurrent operations can be expressed as sub-operations with ordering and reversibility properties. That said, we found that the language made the task of expressing sub-operations and finding the pair-wise ordering and reversibility very easy. In this section we first define the language and then demonstrate its use for expressing common features in concurrent implementations.
Specification

\[ sp ::= stList \text{ g } \text{ opList} \mid \text{ g } \text{ opList} \]

Struct Decl

\[ stList ::= stList \text{ st} \mid \text{ st} \]
\[ st ::= \text{ struct} \text{ sname} \{ \} \; \]
\[ \text{l} ::= \text{ l, type} \text{ fname} \mid \text{ type} \text{ fname} \]

Type

\[ \text{type} ::= \text{ int} \mid \text{ sname} \]

Global Decl

\[ \text{g} ::= \text{ dList} \]

Operation

\[ \text{opList} ::= \text{ opList} \text{ op} \mid \text{ op} \]
\[ \text{op} ::= \text{ opName} \text{ opBody} \]
\[ \text{opName} ::= \text{ oname} \text{ (dList)} \mid \text{ oname} \]
\[ \text{opBody} ::= \text{ dList} \text{ sList} \]
\[ \text{sList} ::= \text{ sList} \text{ subOp} \mid \text{ subOp} \]

Declaration

\[ \text{dList} ::= \text{ dList} \text{ decl} \mid \text{ decl} \]
\[ \text{decl} ::= \text{ type} \text{ var} \mid \text{ type} \text{ var} [ ] ; \]

subOp

\[ \text{subOp} ::= \text{ tmark} \text{ subOpBody} \]
\[ \mid \text{ tmark} < \text{ cList} > \text{ subOpBody} \]
\[ \mid \text{ tmark} < \text{ cList} > \]
\[ \text{tmark} ::= 1 \mid * \]

Pre-condition

\[ \text{cList} ::= \text{ cList} \text{ condition} ; \mid \text{ condition} ; \]
\[ \text{condition} ::= \text{ lhs \ rop \ rhs} \]

subOpBody

\[ \text{subOpBody} ::= \text{ subOpBody} \text{ stmt} ; \mid \text{ stmt} ; \]
\[ \text{stmt} ::= \text{ var} = \text{ malloc type} \mid \text{ free var} \]
\[ \mid \text{ lhs} = \text{ rhs} \]
\[ \mid \text{ READ lhs} \]

LHS

\[ \text{lhs} ::= \text{ var} \mid \text{ var} . \text{ fname} \mid \text{ var}[\text{index}] \]

RHS

\[ \text{rhs} ::= \text{ ID} \mid \text{ n} \mid \text{ NULL} \mid \text{ lhs} \]
\[ \text{index} ::= \text{ n} \mid \text{ var} \]

Operators

\[ \text{rop} ::= =|\neq|\leq|\geq|<> \]

Integers

\[ \text{n} \]

Variable

\[ \text{var} \]

Struct Name

\[ \text{sname} \]

Field Name

\[ \text{fname} \]

Op Name

\[ \text{oname} \]

Figure 6.6: Syntax of specification language.
6.3.1 Syntax

We provide the user with a simple C-like syntax, shown in Figure 6.6. Specifications consist of an optional list of structure declarations $st$, global declarations $g$ and a list of operations $op$. Each global declaration consists of a variable name $var$ and its type. Types can be int or struct, where structs have a name $sname$ and consist of a list of fields; each fields has a name $fname$ and a type.

Operations. Each operation $op$ has a name $oname$, and an optional argument (type $var$). Operation bodies $opBody$ consist of local variables, $dList$, and sub-operations, $sList$.

Sub-operation. A sub-operation specification has a $tmark$ followed by a pre-condition and a sub-operation body. $tmark$ marks the thread which executes the statement. A $tmark$ of 1 means that the thread invoking the operation instance will perform the sub-operation. If a $tmark$ is $\ast$, it indicates that any thread can perform the sub-operation. Specifying $tmark$ for each sub-operation allows specifying an operation which is distributed across multiple threads.

– An optional precondition to the sub-operation is composed of a list of conditions, where each condition is a relational expression involving a variable $var$, or field $var.fname$ on lhs and null, constant, variable, or field on rhs.

– A statement can be allocation or deallocation; malloc and free statements are used for specifying local sub-operations. Other possible statement forms involve assigning values to a variable or writing a field. READ refers to reading of a field or a variable.

– We use ID to identify the operation instance; ID is useful in modeling locks.
6.3.2 Modeling Synchronization Primitives

We now show how to model compare-and-swap (CAS), fetch-and-increment (F&I), and locks, using our language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudocode</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>him=collision[pos];</td>
<td>1 him = collision[pos];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while(!CAS(&amp;collision[pos],him,mypid))</td>
<td>collision[pos] = mypid;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>him=collision[pos];</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.7: Sample CAS specification from [49].

Modeling Compare-and-swap. CAS can be modeled in two different ways, depending on the implementation.

Case 1 - When the memory location being compared was read or written before CAS statement and execution of the CAS statement is conditionally controlled by an *if* statement. In this case the CAS statement can be modeled as a sub-operation with the *if condition* as the precondition and the memory write as the body of the sub-operation. For example, in Figure 6.2, the execution of the CAS statement on line 10 is dependent on the *if conditions* in lines 8 and 9. The specification for the CAS statement is as follows:

1 $<$ Q.tail == Z; Z.next == NULL;$>$

Z.next = X;

Case 2 - When the memory location being compared was read or written before CAS statement and execution of CAS statement is unconditional. In this case CAS statement can be modeled as a sub-operation with no precondition and two-statement body: the first statement reads/writes the location being compared while second statement writes
the memory location. Figure 6.7 shows a pseudocode excerpt from the implementation of elimination back-off stack by Hendler et al. [49]. The second row shows corresponding sub-operation specification.

**Modeling Fetch-and-Increment.** F&I on a shared variable \( x \) is modeled by a sub-operation with no precondition. The body of the sub-operation consists of two statements, first reading shared variable \( x \) in a local variable and second incrementing \( x \). Figure 6.8 left shows the pseudocode from the *enqueue* operation in Herlihy and Wing’s queue [50] which uses fetch-and-increment. The right side shows the specification in our language — declaration of variables *back* and *AR* and the *enqueue* operation.

```c
enqueue(lv)
{
/*(Fetch and Increment)*/
(k, back) := (back, back + 1);
AR[k] := lv;
}
```

```c
Enqueue(int lv)
int k;
1 k = back;
back = back + 1;
1 AR[k] = lv;
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudocode</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>enqueue(lv){ /<em>(Fetch and Increment)</em>/ (k, back) := (back, back + 1); AR[k] := lv; }</td>
<td>Enqueue(int lv) int k; 1 k = back; back = back + 1; 1 AR[k] = lv;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.8: Sample Fetch-and-increment specification from [50].

**Modeling Locks.** A lock can be modeled using our specification language as a shared variable with a default value. The locking sub-operations will look like:

```c
lock = ID;
```
where operation ID refers to a unique value identifying the operation instance. Any sub-operation performed with the lock acquired will have a precondition of the form:

\[ \text{lock} == \text{ID}; \]

Unlocking takes the form:

\[ 1\text{lock} == \text{ID}; \]
\[ \text{lock} = \text{default\_value}; \]

### 6.4 Proving Linearizability

The number of possible valid histories for an implementation is directly proportional to the number of executing concurrent operation instances. The number of valid histories becomes intractable with the increase in the number of concurrent operation instances executing on the data structure. We solve the problem of intractable number of histories by breaking the history down into basic building blocks, *sub-sequences of two sub-operations*. We then argue about all the histories in terms of properties on these building blocks. We call \((a, b)\) a *sub-operation pair*, where \(a\) and \(b\) belong to different operation instances; for brevity, we will heretofore drop the parentheses when referring to pairs. Note that \(a\) and \(b\) can be the same sub-operation. The number of possible pairs for an implementation with \(n\) sub-operations is \(n^2\).

We define the property of pair-wise ordering as follows:

**Definition 3.** Figure 6.9 shows how we determine if a sub-operation pair is orderable. The rule states that a sub-operation pair \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2\) is *not pairwise orderable* (denoted by \(\neg \alpha_1 \lnot \alpha_2\)) if after executing \(\alpha_1\), the pre-condition for \(\alpha_2\) is not met; otherwise \(\alpha_1 \lnot \alpha_2\).
∀s, ∀u, v ∈ O_{id}, u \neq v \quad (s, H, \alpha_1[u]) \rightarrow (s_2, H_2) \quad (s_2, H_2, \alpha_2[v]) \rightarrow (\text{error}, H_2)
\neg \alpha_1 \bowtie \alpha_2

Figure 6.9: Pair-wise ordering.

∀s, ∀u, v ∈ O_{id}, u \neq v
\alpha_1 \bowtie \alpha_2 \quad \alpha_2 \bowtie \alpha_1
(s, H, \alpha_1[u]) \rightarrow (s_2, H_2) \quad (s, H, \alpha_2[v]) \rightarrow (s'_2, H'_2)
(s_2, H_2, \alpha_2[v]) \rightarrow (s_3, H_3) \quad (s'_2, H'_2, \alpha_1[u]) \rightarrow (s'_3, H'_3)
\alpha_1 \ominus \alpha_2

s_3 = s'_3

Figure 6.10: Pair-wise reversibility.

For example, consider the sub-operation \(d\) of MS queue’s \textit{enqueue} (Figure 6.5):

\begin{verbatim}
1 < Q.tail == Z;   Z.next == NULL;
   Z.next = X;
\end{verbatim}

The pre-condition states that Q\rightarrow tail\rightarrow next should be NULL. Now consider the pair \(d, d\)
\((d_1, d_2\) for clarity). The execution of \(d_1\) sets the value of Q\rightarrow tail\rightarrow next to a non-NULL
value. This invalidates the pre-condition for sub-operation instance \(d_2\). Hence \(d, d\) is not
pair-wise orderable; i.e., \(-d \bowtie d\). Figure 6.10 states the rule for determining sub-operation
pair’s reversibility.

**Definition 4.** A sub-operation pair \(\alpha_1, \alpha_2\) is \textit{reversible} (denoted by \(\alpha_1 \ominus \alpha_2\)) iff

1. \(\alpha_1 \bowtie \alpha_2\) and \(\alpha_2 \bowtie \alpha_1\) and
2. Given a program state, the final program state is the same irrespective of the order of
   execution of \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\).

Note that pair reversibility is different from \textit{moverness} properties (left movers and
right movers). The left and right mover properties of an atomic sub-operation are very
restrictive as the sub-operation should be commutative with respect to every sub-operation
present in the program. Reversibility on the other hand is a property on a single sub-
operation pair. [63] has discussed that movers fail to prove atomicity in the presence of the ABA problem [26]; reversibility, on the other hand, enables our technique to handle the ABA problem.

Pairs can also be conditionally orderable. For example, consider the pair \(d, f\), (Figure 6.5) where sub-operation \(d\) is:

\[
1 < Q[\text{tail}] == Z; \quad Z\.next == \text{NULL};>
\]

\[
Z\.next = X;
\]

and sub-operation \(f\) is:

\[
* < Q\.head == X; \quad Q\.tail != X; \quad X\.next != \text{NULL}>
\]

\[
Q\.head = X\.next;
\]

\(d \wr f\) only if \(Q\.head\)\(!=Q\.tail\).

We consider a pair orderable, if it is orderable for any possible values of the variables involved.

The reversibility of a conditionally orderable pair is defined under the same conditions for which it is orderable. For example, reversibility for pair \(d, f\) (mentioned above), will be calculated with the premise that \(Q\.head\)\(!=Q\.tail\). Reversibility of a pair is decided conservatively. If the reverse order of execution is not equivalent to the original pair under any possible condition (which is satisfied by the ordering condition), we deem the pair to be non-reversible. We found that the conservative definition of reversibility is not sufficient to handle complex interactions of operation instances. We explain in Section 6.5 how to handle such complex cases.
In order to preserve the order of non-overlapping operations during trace transformation, we have used the following simple technique. A pair formed by last sub-operation of any operation and the first sub-operation of any operation (a.k.a boundary pair) is always set to be non-reversible. This ensures that the order of non-overlapping operations in a history will not change when moving around the sub-operations using reversibility property. Given the pairwise ordering and pairwise reversibility of all possible pairs of sub-operations, we can now define valid histories.

**Definition 5.** A valid history $H$ (sequence of sub-operations following program order) is defined as follows:

1. For a sub-sequence $a, b$ of $H$, either $a, b$ belong to same operation instances, or $a \bowtie b$ and
2. For any sub-sequence $a, b$ of $H$, where $a$ and $b$ belong to different operation instances, if $a \ominus b$ then the history formed by reversing the order of $a$ and $b$ in $H$ is also a valid history.

The equivalence of histories is defined in terms of pairwise reversibility:

**Definition 6.** Two valid histories $H$ and $H'$ are equivalent, denoted $H \equiv H'$, iff $H'$ can be formed from $H$ by reversing the pairs present in $H$ using pairwise reversibility.

Using this definition of equivalence of history, we redefine our problem of checking linearizability as follows:

**Definition 7.** An implementation is linearizable iff all valid histories with respect to the implementation can be mapped to some sequential history by changing the order of pairwise reversible sub-operations.

Note that the order of non-overlapping operations will always be preserved because boundary pairs are not reversible.
Algorithm 6 Checking Linearizability

1: Input: $S$: Set of Operations
2: Sub(S): Set of all sub-operations
3: first(S): set of first sub-operations for each operation in S
4: I is the set of all possible prefix sequences for operations
5: next(x), $x \in I$: next sub operation in the operation after $x$
6: $x \in I$, $y \in I \cup$Sub(S), $x.y$: sequence formed by concatenating $y$ after $x$
7: $x \in I$, $y \in I \cup$Sub(S), $x \bowtie y$ iff $x.y$ is a valid history
8: $x \in I$, $x$ is a proper prefix, $y \in I \cup$Sub(S), $x \Join y$ iff $x.y \equiv y.x$
9: $x \in I$, $x$ is a complete operation, $y \in$Sub(S), $y \notin$first(S), $x \Join y$ iff $x.y \equiv y.x$
10: $x \in I$, $x$ is a complete operation, $y \in I$, $\neg x \Join y$
11: $x \in I$, $x$ is a complete operation, $y \in$Sub(S), $y \in$first(S), $\neg x \Join y$
12: function Check_LINEARIZABILITY()
13: ret = TRUE
14: for all $x \in I$, $x$ is a proper prefix do
15: ret = ret && Check(x)
16: end for
17: RETURN ret
18: }
19: end function
20: function Check(x)
21: for all $y \in$ Closure(x) do
22: if $y \bowtie next(x)$ && $\neg y \Join next(x)$ then
23: RETURN FALSE
24: end if
25: end for
26: RETURN TRUE
27: end function
28: function Closure(u)
29: $C = \{ \phi \}$
30: for all $w \in I$; st $u \bowtie w$ && $\neg u \Join w$ do
31: $C = C \cup w$
32: end for
33: for all $z \in C$ do
34: for all $w \in I$; st $z \bowtie w$ && $z \Join w$ do
35: $C = C \cup w$
36: end for
37: end for
38: RETURN $C$
39: end function
Algorithm 6 presents our linearizability checking approach. The input to the algorithm is the set of operations, corresponding sub-operation sequences, pair-wise ordering as well as reversibility for each possible pair. We start by initializing set $I$ with all prefixes of operations (line 2). The prefix of an operation $o$ is a partial sequence of sub-operations starting from the first sub-operation of $o$ following program order. The prefix set for an operation represented by $a, b, c$ (where $a$, $b$ and $c$ are the sub-operations) is \{a, ab, abc\}.

We define the ordering for a prefix pair $(x, y)$—$x$ and $y \in I$—simply by checking if the concatenated sequence of $x$ and $y$ is a valid history with respect to the input ordering and reversibility specifications (line 5). Reversibility for a prefix pair $(x, y)$—$x$ and $y \in I$—is defined by the equivalence of two histories formed by reversing the order of $x$ and $y$ (line 6). The ordering and reversibility between a prefix sequence and single sub-operations is defined in a similar manner (lines 5, 6, 7). Lines 8 and 9 state that two non-overlapping operations are non-reversible.

The closure of a prefix $u$ (Closure($u$)) is the set of all prefixes $v$ that can follow $u$ in a valid history (lines 25-35) and the order of execution of $u$ and $v$ cannot be reversed. Complexity of calculating Clousure($u$) is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ is the total number of prefixes. Our algorithm checks if for each proper prefix $x$, for each prefix $y$ that can occur in-between $x$ and next($x$), the prefix $y$ can be moved before $x$ or after next($x$) in the sequence using the trace transformation (using property of reversibility) (lines 18-24). If the check fails for any prefix $x \in I$, the algorithm returns false otherwise it returns true.

The algorithm returning true means all possible valid histories (for the input specification) are equivalent to some valid sequential history with the same order of non-
overlapping operations. This in turn implies linearizability of the implementation using Definition 7.

In case of failure, our checker returns a valid history (sequence of sub-operations) which cannot be mapped to a sequential history. If the check on line 19 fails for prefix $x$ and $y \in \text{Closure}(x)$ then the failing valid history is the sequence $x, \ldots, y, \text{next}(x)$. The dotted sequence is a sequence of prefixes such that for any subsequence $u, v$ $u \text{≀} v$ and $\neg u \text{⊖} v$.

6.5 Handling Complex Operation Interactions

We found that for complex concurrent operations, the ordering and reversibility of sub-operation pairs varies depending on the relative values of the involved variables. There are only finite number of ways in which two operations can interact with each other, i.e., how values of involved variables can relate to each other. Linearizability of an implementation can be checked by applying our technique using all possible interactions of the involved operations. We illustrate this process using O’Hearn et al.’s Lazy set [82] (ORVYY set).

Figure 6.11 shows the pseudocode for the ORVYY set. There are three concurrent methods $\text{contains}$, $\text{remove}$, and $\text{add}$. The specification for the ORVYY set, written in our language, is in Figure 6.12. There are three operations: $\text{contains}$, $\text{remove}$, and $\text{add}$. The operation $\text{contains (key not present)}$ is equivalent to the operation $\text{contains(key present)}$. The operations $\text{add (key present)}$ and $\text{remove (key not present)}$ are trivial extensions and have been omitted for simplicity.
The interaction between operations depends on the relationships among the shared variables involved in the operations. For example, consider the interaction of operation `add` and operation `contains` from Figure 6.11. The `add` operations involves three variables \((P_a, C_a, T_a)\). The `contains` operation involves two variables \((P_c, C_c)\). The two operations can interact with each other in several ways. Each possible interaction is a result of a different relation between the involved variables. The list of possible iterations of `contains` and `add` is:

1. \(P_c = P_a\) and \(C_c = C_a\)
2. \(P_c = P_a\) and \(C_c = T_a\)
3. \(P_c = T_a\) and \(C_c = C_a\)
4. \(P_c, C_c\) and \(P_a, C_a, T_a\) are not related
T1. struct E {
    int mark, int key, E next;
};

contains()  
R1. E P;
C1. E P;
C2. E C;
C3. 1 READ P;
C4. 1 C = P.next;
C5. 1 READ C.key;  

remove()  
R2. E C;
C1. E P;
C2. E C;
C3. 1 READ P;
C4. 1 C = P.next;
C5. 1 < P[next] == C; P.mark == 0; >
   READ C.key;  
   C.mark = 1;
   P.next = C.next;

add()  
A1. E P;
A2. E C;
A3. E T;
A4. 1 READ P;
A5. 1 C = P.next;
A6. 1 < P.next == C; P.mark == 0; >
   READ C.key;  
   T.next = C;
   P.next = T;  

Figure 6.12: ORVYY set [82] simplified specification.

Note that other cases are either infeasible or equivalent to one of the aforementioned cases. For example, the case where \( C_c = P_a \) is equivalent to case 4. All the interactions between operations for the ORVYY set are listed in Figure 6.13. We use multiple versions of the same operation to cover every possible combination of interactions between operations (each version is considered as a new operation). The ordering and reversibility properties of the pairs corresponding to each pair of operations are defined according to the premises. The resulting ordering and reversibility definitions are fed to the checker to verify if the implementation is linearizable.

6.6 Soundness Proof

Now we show that our linearizability check is sound. First we show that for any input which passes the linearizability check, all valid histories with respect to the input
specification are equivalent to some valid sequential history with the same order of non-overlapping operations. We prove this by induction over the length of valid histories, where length of history refers to number of sub-operations in the history.

**Base case:** A sequence of a single sub-operation is a trivially valid sequential history.

**Given:** A history of length $k$ maps to a valid sequential history with order of non-overlapping operations preserved.

**To Prove:** Any valid history formed by appending a new sub-operation to the history can also be mapped to a valid sequential history with the order of non-overlapping operations preserved.

In Figure 6.14 we start with a history of length $k + 1$ formed by appending sub-operation $S_{n+1}$ from operation instance $S$ to a history of length $k$. The history of length $k$ can be
1. \[ \text{Valid history of length } k \quad S_{n+1} = \ldots S_1 S_2 \ldots S_n \]

2. \[ \text{Valid sequence of prefixes } \quad \ldots P_s X \ldots \equiv \ldots X P_s Y \ldots S_{n+1} \]

3. \[ \text{Valid sequence of prefixes } \quad \ldots P_s X \ldots \equiv \ldots P_s Y X \ldots S_{n+1} \]

4. \[ \text{Valid sequence of prefixes } \quad \ldots \ldots P_s \ldots \ldots \ldots \equiv \ldots \ldots P_s Z_1 Z_2 \ldots \ldots \ldots Z_u S_{n+1} \]

5. \[ \text{Valid sequence of prefixes } \quad \ldots \ldots P_s S_{n+1} Z_1 Z_2 \ldots \ldots \ldots \equiv \ldots \ldots P_s \]

Replacing history of length \( k \) by corresponding sequential history.

\( S_1 S_2 \ldots S_n \) denoted by \( P_s \)

\[ \text{if}(P_s \ominus X). \]

\[ \text{if}(\neg P_s \ominus X \text{ and } X \ominus Y). \]

where \( Z_i \in \text{Closure}(P_s) \)

for \( 1 \leq i \leq u \)

\[ \forall Z \in \text{Closure}(P_s), \quad Z \ominus S_{n+1} \]

\[ \Rightarrow Z \ominus S_{n+1} \]

Figure 6.14: Proving soundness of linearizability check by induction.

mapped to a valid sequential history. The valid sequential history will be a sequence of prefixes. The prefix \( S_1 S_2 \ldots S_n \) of operation instance \( S \) denoted by \( P_s \) will be present in the sequential history. The history formed by replacing the history of length \( k \) with its sequential counterpart falls under one of two cases:

- Case 1: \( P_s \) is immediately followed by prefix \( X \) such that \( P_s \ominus X \). In this case, we reverse the order of \( P_s \) and \( X \) in the history (line 2).

- Case 2: \( P_s \) is immediately followed by \( X \) such that \( \neg P_s \ominus X \) and \( X \ominus Y \). In this case, we reverse the order of \( X \) and \( Y \) in the history (line 3).

We apply case 2 for prefixes down the sequence until no further order change is possible.

The result is a history where \( P_s \) if followed by prefixes, each of which is an element of \( \text{Closure}(P_s) \) (line 4). Since our linearizability check guarantees that for every element \( Z \) in \( \text{Closure}(P_s) \) which can occur before \( S_{n+1} \), \( Z \ominus S_{n+1} \). Using this property, we reverse the order of \( Z \) and \( S_{n+1} \). The final result will be a history where sequence \( P_s S_{n+1} \) is followed by a sequence of prefixes, which is a valid sequential history (line 5). The order of non-
overlapping operations remains same because boundary pairs are always non-reversible i.e.,
their order cannot be changed.

Using Definition 7 we can say that any implementation which holds Assumption 1
and passes the linearizability test is linearizable with respect to the abstract data structure.

6.7 Incompleteness

Our technique is not complete, i.e., an implementation which fails the linearizabil-
ity test may or may not be non-linearizable. Specifically, a linearizable implementation can
fail our linearizability test for two reasons:

1. Algorithms which do not preserve internal data structure state. There are
linearizable algorithms which do not preserve the state of internal data structures when
mapping a history to a sequential history. An example of this case is the Herlihy-Wing
queue [50]. The queue is implemented using an unbounded length array and a pointer
storing the upper end of the array. Let \( H' \) be the sequential history corresponding to a
concurrent history \( H \); then the execution of \( H \) and \( H' \) may leave the array with elements
at different indexes.

Since our technique conserves the state of internal data structures while mapping
a history to sequential a history, it returns False for the Herlihy-Wing queue.

2. Conservative definition of history (Definition 5). A history \( H \), as defined in
Definition 5, is the superset of all possible sets of histories allowed by an implementation.
Let \( S \) be the set of all possible histories categorized as valid according to Definition 5, for
a given implementation. It is theoretically possible to design an implementation for which $S$ will include histories which can never be executed. If the linearizability test fails for such histories then our technique will result in a false positive. In such a case, the non-linearizable sequence of sub-operations returned by the linearizability checker can be manually verified to be non-executable, i.e., impossible at runtime.

6.8 Evaluation

We have applied our technique on a number of popular implementations of concurrent stacks, queues, and sets. Our static checker is a C++ implementation of Algorithm 6 running on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5607 @ 2.27GHz with 16 GB RAM, Linux kernel version 2.6.32. Table 6.2 presents our findings. For each benchmark, the table reports operations we considered for the implementation (column 2) and the total number of sub-operations across all operations (column 3). Column 4 gives the time taken by our static checker took (in milliseconds). Column 5 indicates if the benchmark passed or failed the check. We have kept the granularity of sub-operations limited to single reads, writes, and synchronization primitives. The granularity can be easily increased for trivial cases (by combining consecutive sub-operations).

6.8.1 Benchmarks

The MS non-blocking queue was our running example. MS two-lock queue is the two-lock based queue from the same paper [77]. There are two methods described in the algorithm, enqueue and dequeue. The dequeue method corresponds to two operations,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th># Sub-ops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS non-blocking queue [77]</td>
<td>Enqueue, Dequeue(empty), Dequeue(non-empty)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS two-lock queue [77]</td>
<td>Enqueue, Dequeue(empty), Dequeue(non-empty)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGLM non-block. queue [34]</td>
<td>Enqueue, Dequeue(empty), Dequeue(non-empty)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herlihy-Wing Queue [50]</td>
<td>Enqueue, Dequeue</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treiber’s stack [105]</td>
<td>Push, Pop(empty), Pop(non-empty)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination back-off stack [49]</td>
<td>Push(eliminating), Push(eliminated), Pop(eliminating), Pop(eliminated), Push(normal), Pop(normal)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-stamped Stack [33]</td>
<td>Push(normal), Push(eliminated), Pop(eliminating), Pop(normal)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHLMSS Lazy set [48]</td>
<td>Contains, Remove(key present), Add(key not present)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY CAS set [109]</td>
<td>Contains, Remove(key present), Remove(key not present), Add(key present), Add(key not present)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY DCAS set [109]</td>
<td>Contains, Remove(key present), Remove(key not present), Add(key present), Add(key not present)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORVYY set [82]</td>
<td>Contains, Remove(key present), Remove(key not present), Add(key present), Add(key not present)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair snapshot [88]</td>
<td>Read-pair, write</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDCSS [47]</td>
<td>RDCSS, RDCSS_Read, CAS_Write</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Specification details of concurrent data structure implementations.

one for the successful dequeue and the other for the empty-queue dequeue.

**DGLM non-blocking queue** [34] is a modified version of the MS non-blocking queue. The specification for the DGLM non-blocking queue varies from the MS non-blocking queue in terms of pre-condition for the sub-operations. The sub-operation ordering and reversibility remain the same for both the benchmarks.

**Herlihy-Wing queue** is an array-based queue described in the original linearizability paper [50]. The Dequeue method for an empty queue never terminates (that is why
we have considered only the successful dequeue operation in our check). As described in Section 6.7, our technique fails to prove the Herlihy-Wing queue linearizable.

**Treber’s stack** [105] is the simplest form of a non-blocking concurrent stack algorithm. It is a linked-list based implementation, and the operations — *Push*, *Pop*(empty), and *Pop*(non-empty) — are performed using CAS.

**Elimination back-off stack** [49] is an elimination-based lock-free stack. Elimination refers to canceling out concurrent push and pop operations without modifying the central data structure. The elimination process uses two auxiliary arrays. A pair of concurrently executing push and pop are eliminated. There is no sequential execution equivalent for such a case. We handled this case by distributing the sub-operations between eliminated and eliminating operations. This way there exists a sequential execution equivalent of the two eliminated operations. The implementation supports *push* and *pop* methods. The elimination parts leads to four operations: *push* (eliminating), *push* (eliminated), *pop* (eliminating), and *pop* (eliminated).

**Time-stamped stack** [33] is a linked-list based stack where each thread has its own linked list, using timestamps to avoid total ordering in concurrent stack operations; it also uses elimination to increase performance. The stack supports *push* and *pop* methods. The implementation has four operations, *push*(normal), *push* (eliminated), *pop* (eliminating), and *pop* (normal). We have not considered the stack empty check for this implementation. In addition, the *pop* operation is limited to setting the deleted marker which is associated with each node. Finally, we have not considered the removal of the node from the linked list.
**HHLMSS Lazy set** [48] is a linked-list based set which uses locks. Each node has a lock associated with it. The implementation supports three methods: *contains*, *remove* and *add*. The *contains* method is wait-free. The operations in the implementation that we have considered are *contains*, *remove* (*key present*), and *add* (*key not present*).

**VY CAS set** and **VY DCAS set** [109] are linked-list based set algorithms which use Compare-and-swap (CAS) and Double Compare-and-swap (DCAS) primitives for synchronization. The *contains* method is wait-free. The operations involved in the implementation are *contains*, *remove* (*key present*), *remove* (*key not present*), *add* (*key-present*) and *add* (*key not present*).

**ORVYY set** [82] is also a linked-list based set which uses a marked bit for marking deleted nodes; it has been discussed in detail in Section 6.5.

**Pair snapshot** [88] reads two variables atomically in the presence of concurrent writes.

**RDCSS** [47] is an atomic multiword compare-and-swap. It works in the presence of RDCSS read and CAS based writes.

### 6.8.2 Discussion

The evaluation shows that our technique is applicable to a variety of data structure implementations, regardless of which synchronization techniques they use. Our technique is very efficient (running time is at most 29 ms) because the static checker explores a very small search space compared to other techniques. Tools like CAVE [107] and Poling [121] take several seconds to several hundred seconds for the benchmarks they can handle. Note
Table 6.2: Checking linearizability of different concurrent data structure implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Passes Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS non-blocking queue [77]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS two-lock queue [77]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGLM non-block. queue [34]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herlihy-Wing Queue [50]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treiber’s stack [105]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination back-off stack [49]</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-stamped Stack [33]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHL MSS Lazy set [48]</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY CAS set [109]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VY DCAS set [109]</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORVYY set [82]</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair snapshot [88]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDCSS [47]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that we are not comparing our verification time to theirs — it would be inappropriate to do so, as their techniques are fully automatic. The main strength of our technique is that it is applicable to any concurrent data structure, i.e., it is generic. The Time-stamped stack has never been handled by any linearizability verification technique. The paper presenting the data structure provides a very customized linearizability proof for the algorithm. The main overhead of our technique is specifying the operations in terms of sub-operations. We found that the method of specifying operations varies with the technique used for synchronization. The elimination technique has been used in elimination back-off stack and time-stamped stack. Elimination leads to different versions of operations depending upon whether the operation is being eliminated or is eliminating. The set algorithms, the time-stamped stack, and the pair-snapshot benchmarks had complex interactions among the operations. We handled these benchmarks by using multiple versions of some operations (as described
in Section 6.5). The MS non-blocking queue, the elimination back-off stack, and the RDCSS benchmarks had operations distributed across multiple threads.

6.9 Summary

This chapter has presented our linearizability verification technique. The technique is based on modeling a concurrent data structure operation as a sequential combination of atomic sub-operations. The execution history is expressed in terms of static properties of ordering and reversibility of sub-operation pairs. Our static checks verifies if based on pair properties, all the histories allowed by an implementation can be mapped to a sequential history. We have applied our technique to 13 popular concurrent data structures. We have also proved the soundness of our technique. The evaluation shows that our verification technique is applicable to a wide range of concurrent data structures.
Chapter 7

Related Work

This chapter summarizes research works in domains and problems addressed by this thesis. We first summarize prior techniques used for general purpose debugging as well as specialized debugging for data structure related bugs. Next, we address various memory graph representations and techniques using memory graphs. Finally, we summarize work on verification of linearizability of concurrent data structure implementations and how our techniques stand out.

7.1 Location Data Structure Faults for Scalar Data Structures

Fault location. Various general approaches for fault location that do not rely on data structure information have been developed (e.g., statistical techniques [14,68,93], dynamic slicing [?,120], or combinations of the two [119]). Statistical techniques require running the program on a suite of test cases. Our approach is more comparable with dynamic slicing
as they both perform debugging by analyzing a single program run during which a fault is encountered. Jose and Majumdar [55] use MAX-SAT solvers while Sahoo et al. [96] use dynamic backward slicing and filtering heuristics for software fault location. The focus of our work is specifically on data structure errors. Taylor and Black [104] examine a number of structural correction algorithms for list and tree data structures. Bond et al. [20] track back undefined values and NULL pointers to their origin. In contrast, our system concentrates on fault location for violation of high-level data structure properties. We consider the concept of temporary violation of high-level data structure constraints. This helps us locate errors early and trace them to faults precisely.

**Specification-based error detection.** A wide range of specification techniques have been used to specify correctness properties from which monitors for runtime verification of those properties are generated. For example, MOP [24] allows correctness properties to be specified in LTL, MTL, FSM, or CFG; though MOP is geared more towards verifying protocols or API sequences rather than data structures. Similarly, a specification technique for easily handling memory bugs has also been developed [120]. Our work focuses on data structure correctness and hence is closest to Archie [30] and Alloy [51]. Our data structure specification language differs from languages used by Archie and Alloy: their modeling languages let the developer specify high-level design properties in terms of a model while our language enables developers to express high-level data structure properties in terms of the memory graph of the program. This makes specification writing in our language easy and concise. Berdine et al. [18] and Chang and Rival [22] have introduced predicate-based specification languages for shape analysis. Customized versions of these languages
can be used for our technique. Malik et al. [75], Juzi [38] and Demsky et al. [30,31] use constraint-based error detection for data structure repair while Gopinath et al. [45] combine spectra-based localization with specification matching to iteratively localize faults. Malik et al. [74] proposed the idea of using using data structure repair for repairing faulty code. Jung and Clark [57] applied invariant detection on memory graphs to identify the data structures used in the program. Our system uses a similar concept of matching constraints over program state to detect violations. Our approach goes one step further and maps the dynamic data structures constraint violations at runtime back to the source code. Also, we give a method for incremental matching based on the timing information which makes it feasible for the developers to perform constraint checks more frequently. This leads to early detection of errors. Zaeem et al. [81] use history of program execution (field reads and writes) for data structure repair but do not capture structural information.

DITTO [100] performs incremental structure invariant checks for JAVA. It incurs additional overhead for storing all the computations from the last check, as these computations are later used for the incremental checking. Our system reuses the time stamp information from the memory graph and stores only the timestamp of the previous check for incremental constraint matching.

7.2 Memory Graphs

7.2.1 Memory Graphs

Prior heap analyses fall into two main categories: static and dynamic. Static techniques include shape analysis [44,95] and other techniques that are aimed at deriving
a compile-time approximation of the heap structure [76]. However, static analysis does not give a clear picture of the runtime heap activity in a particular execution. Dynamic analysis techniques like ours collect data from program runs and analyze it either online or offline. Several prior dynamic techniques are aimed at visualizing and navigating a single snapshot or a series of snapshots of the heap [15, 85, 103, 122]. These works are orthogonal to our work and can make use of MG++ internally for memory efficiency. DDD [118] and Zimmermann & Zeller [122] use symbol table information for constructing memory graph while Raman & August [91] use allocator function information for memory graph construction. Work on visualizing memory management behavior [23, 86] has focused on analyzing memory allocator’s behavior and performance. Unlike our work, these approaches are not aimed at capturing the memory graph for program understanding or debugging applications. The technique presented in [56] is specifically aimed at detecting recursive data structures and dynamic degree invariants. Our approach captures all pointer mutations of the heap and the resulting MG++ can be used for detecting data structures and their links. Finally, MG++ representation is similar to that of persistent data structures [36].

### 7.2.2 Applications of Memory Graphs

Memory graphs are at the heart of a number of different applications aimed at program understanding and debugging.

*Memory debugging and general-purpose debugging.* A number of approaches have aimed at displaying memory uses of the program using memory graphs thereby enabling programmers to detect memory leaks or identify memory corruption patterns [15, 84, 92]. In Zeller’s work [117], program state is captured as a memory graph and state differences
between passing and failing runs are used to isolate cause-effect chains for a program failure.

Program Understanding. Myers and Duke [78] extract design abstractions from memory graphs to provide users an intuitive representation. Malik [73] analyzes spectra of heap graphs to extract dynamic invariants.

Data Structure Extraction. Jung and Clark [57] apply invariant detection on a memory graph to identify the data structure used by the program. Lin et al. [69] extract type information from program binary and provide an abstract representation of the variables used in the program. They rely on standard library function calls for the typing information.

All of the above techniques rely on memory graphs and therefore can benefit from our improved representation as it captures program behavior with greater precision, including the behavior of the memory allocator. Moreover, the compact nature of our representation will allow the above techniques to scale to longer program runs.

7.3 Linearizability Verification

We presented a general and practical technique for checking the linearizability of concurrent data structure implementations. We now discuss other techniques used for verifying linearizability; our focus is on generic techniques that can be applied to more than one concurrent data structure.

Model-checking linearizability [21, 110] aims at exploring all possible linearization points and finding a counter example; this does not guarantee soundness. There are linearization-point based proof techniques for which the linearization points are user specified or automatically inferred by the techniques. Such techniques fail to handle more
complicated algorithms where an operation’s linearization point depends upon other concurrently executing operations.

Most of the techniques for proving linearizability are tied to a particular class of concurrent data structures. There are techniques which work only for the algorithms which have the linearization point inside the operation code [12]. Other techniques work for external linearization points only for read only operations [32]. Reduction based technique presented in [41] requires *moverness* which is too strong a criterion limiting the application of the approach. The backward-simulation based technique in [99] claims to be applicable to all concurrent data structure; it handles the Herlihy-Wing queue as well, which we cannot. According to the paper the authors had to write 500 proof rules in the KIV theorem prover just for the specific Herlihy-Wing queue. Authors have applied their technique only on the Herlihy-Wing queue and extending the technique to other data structures is not trivial. Liang and Feng [67] use instrumentation and rely-guarantee reasoning. The technique is specifically built to handle concurrent data structure implementations which have *helping mechanisms* and *future dependent linearization points*. Vafeiadis’s approach [107] works on a number of data structures but fails in verifying complex set algorithms. Zhu et al. [121] handle data structures implementations which follow the patterns of *thread helping* and *hindsight*. In contrast to these techniques, our method is not dependent on any property of the data structure implementation. Another advantage of our technique is that when the check fails, our method provides the user with a sequence of sub-operations which cannot be linearized.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Contributions

This dissertation contributes to enabling precise fault location for data structure faults. It presents a data structure constraint specification language that enables the user to specify constraints easily, thus simplifying the task of debugging data structure faults. The fault location framework also comprises of various optimizations which reduce the runtime overhead of fault location. A new memory graph representation is introduced to decrease the memory used for storing the data structure evolution history of a program run. The improved backward slicing algorithm reduces the runtime overhead of slicing enabling the user to perform slicing for much longer program runs.

Our sound and generic technique for linearizability verification is independent of the synchronisation technique used in the concurrent data structure. The technique only depends on the static properties of sub-operation pairs. our technique is applicable to a variety of data structure implementations, regardless of which synchronization techniques
they use. The only criterion for application of our technique is that the concurrent operation should be expressed as a sequence of atomic sub-operations.

Specifically, the key contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

**Exploiting User Input to Improve Precision of Automatic Fault Location.** Automatic Fault Location techniques have to explore a vast search space in order to find locate the program faults. This not only increases the time overhead of the search but also affects the precision of the technique. This dissertation presented our fault location framework for data structure corruption bugs where we utilized the user specification of data structure consistency constraints to narrow down the faulty statements precisely and efficiently. We have provided the user with an easy-to-use constraint specification language, thus making the technique more practical.

**Increasing Efficiency of Dynamic Post-mortem Analysis.** Dynamic Analysis in general is very costly in terms of time overhead. This dissertation introduces a number of optimizations to make dynamic post-mortem analysis more efficient and practical. Incremental Constraint matching introduced as a part of the fault location framework uses information from previous constraint checks to reduce the cost of constraint matching. Identifying corrupted data structures limits the search space making the search for faulty program statements more efficient. We have introduced an improved version of backward slicing which harnesses the idea of using a relatively lightweight check to discard big portion of search space.
**Improved Representation for Run-time Data Structures.** Memory graphs have been popular to capture the run-time data structure representation. This dissertation presented MG++, an improved memory graph representation which not only captures the run-time data structure but also captures data structure evolution history. MG++ also captures mapping from run-time data structure to source code. We have also presented a way of constructing memory graphs in absence of allocator function information. This construction method is especially useful in security applications where allocator function information is generally not available. We have shown the application of the construction technique in detecting heap buffer overflows.

**Sound and Generic Linearizability Verification.** Linearizability verification for concurrent data structures is a hard problem. It becomes harder in case of introduction of newer synchronization techniques. There are no techniques which can be used for a newly identified concurrent data structure implementations. Our technique for linearizability verification works for any implementation as long as the concurrent operations can be expressed as a sequence of atomic sub-operations. This is crucial as our technique will theoretically not only work for existing concurrent data structure implementations but also for new algorithms. We have supported this claim by evaluating our technique against a number of state of the art and complex concurrent data structure implementations such as such as elimination back-off stack, lazy linked list, and time-stamped stack. Thus our linearizability verification technique helps the research community come up with better concurrent data structure implementations.
8.2 Future Directions

**Dependence Analysis using Dynamic Slicing.** With the ubiquity of multicore hardware, finding parallelism in programs has become an important application. Detecting loop carried dependencies present in the program is an important step towards detecting level of parallelism present in the program. We propose to detect loop carried dependencies in program by combining dynamic *Dynamic Control-Flow Graph (DCFG) Generation* with *Dynamic Forward Slicing*. The role of DCFG generation tool is to detect source level loops present in the program. Once the loops are identified, we use dynamic forward slicing tool to detect loop carried dependencies by using the first iteration of the loop as slicing criterion. If the later iterations of the loop are found to be a part of the calculated forward slice, we report a loop carried dependency. This work is being pursued in collaboration with Dr. Harish Patil at Intel. A working demo of the tool was presented at PLDI 2016 as part of the Pinplay tutorial.

**Automatic Linearizability Verification with Source Code as Input.** Our current linearizability verification technique is based on user input. The user expresses the concurrent data structure operations as a sequence of atomic sub-operations using our specification language. This poses the danger of user specifications being erroneous. In addition, writing the specification requires some degree of familiarity with the concurrent data structure algorithm. In future work we plan to overcome these limitations by completely automating the verification process. The verification tool will take the source code of implementation. It will automatically extract the sequence of sub-operations along with ordering and reversibil-
ity properties for each sub-operation pair. The results will be fed to the static checker to automatically verify linearizability.

**Persistent Memory Analysis using Backward Slicing**  Persistent memory is an intermediate stage in the memory/storage hierarchy between DRAM and storage. It provides nonvolatile, low-latency memory closer to the processor. We aim at developing a tool for automatically determining the commit points in a program for persistent storage. The persistent analysis is based on determining the data and control dependency between memory loads. We are using backward slicing for determining the memory load pairs with dependencies. The challenges are performing the analysis at run time for long running executions.

**Automatic Extraction of Constraint Specification**  Our current fault location framework is based on getting the data structure constraints as input from the user. In future work we plan to automatically extract the data structure constraint from a given correct execution of the program. The modified fault location framework will be very useful in software development process with application in regression testing.
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